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FRONT—Students and art lovers rush to enter Carnegie
Hall the opening morning of the annual Christmas Art Ex
hibition. For what they saw, turn to page 14.

INSIDE—Mrs. Evelyn (Adriance ’38) Miles of Orono
caught this view of the walkway between center Stevens Hall
on the right and South Stevens on the left with the mall
beyond.
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AN EDITORIAL

Join The Debate
A plan for the further development of
higher education in Maine has been
needed. One such plan is now reported
by a commission which was formed to
study future needs and return findings to
the Legislature. Opinions will differ on
the report from this commission, and a
period of public discussion is already
underway. Perhaps the major difficulty
in debate and understanding will appear
to surround the merging of identities, re
quired by some of the recommended
changes. A rundown of the proposed
consolidations and new task assignments
appears in this issue as a reference for
alumni readers (see pp 11-12).
Of first importance, is the rapidly
rising cost of higher education facilities.
The increases may become even more
terrifying, unless some unification of ef
fort is possible.
The State of Maine has wisely put the
problem of financing public higher
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education into the “must be met” cate
gory. In fact, much agreement exists be
tween the major political parties that
progress will require increased appropria
tions, if Maine offers opportunity to in
creasing numbers of young people. The
greater wisdom must be found to decide
how best now the money shall be spent
in creating the wider opportunity.
Much of Maine’s future economic
development, it is realized, depends on
vocational, and liberal higher education.
Public decision will be based on logical
economic determinants of location and
capability of centers. The proximity of a
facility to a population of potential stu
dents has great importance; and, so has
the flexible nature of a center, wherever
located, have importance.
That which deserves editorial comment
is the hard objective work of the out-ofstate consultants: The Academy for Edu
cational Development. They investigated
Helen (Wormwood ’41) Pierce
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with thoroughness and competence the
apparent backwardness of Maine in num
bers of students attending schools beyond
the secondary level. They found the
answers leading to unity under a State
University of the State of Maine and pro
posed some consolidations. Portland,
Gorham, Auburn, would add functions.
Augusta and Orono would be limited.
Castine would join in and expand. Dow
center at Bangor would be developed.
Farmington, Presque Isle, Fort Kent and
Machias would specialize. Continuing
education centers would be phased out
rather than allowed to proliferate. The
name for the whole cooperating system
would be a newly created name, under
which a congregation of functions could
stand without impediment of “take-over”
psychology.
City spirit, local-area enthusiasm,
down-right jingoism may be in evidence
during the public discussion and debate
period. Shall Orono take fewer Fresh
men, and Augusta have just a two year
program? Shall Portland add vocationaltechnical training and Gorham expand its
academic offerings? Shall the Maritime
Academy teach more liberal courses? In
this is surely some food for thought, thus,
probably there is some room for dis
agreement. The thinking and the debating
won’t be unhealthy, albeit disagreeable,
and so let us take part in it, and follow
with interest until the 103rd Legislature
makes known its acceptance or rejection
of specific commission suggestions.
f
—Russ Woolley
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Joe doesn’t get back very often. He
wasn’t much interested in football and
he met his wife somewhere else. He’s a
member of the alumni association—has
been since commencement. He gives $10
a year, always has. He would probably
give more had he not lost out on a
scholarship bid in his junior year.
The alumni secretary is thinking this,
for through his broken blind he can see
Joe, in his conference suit, coming up
the walk. He gets up, opens the door,
clasps Joe’s outstretched hand and ushers

Joe, Jr. Couldn't Do Any Better
him into his carpetless office. Joe glances
bewilderingly about the room, a bit
mystified at the wanton absence of check
books and collection plates.
Joe says he’s fine. He’s lost some filling
in his teeth, driving in on highways State
grads built! He laughs, pounding his
knee. The family’s fine, too. And, say, al
most an afterthought, Joe, Jr., graduates
from high school next June. How about
that?
He’s a great boy. Nothing’s too good.
The boy’s applying at a couple of schools
in the East—and one on the coast, since
Joe’s got some business friends out that
way. But, if all things fail... he can al
ways go to dear old State!
There’s enough truth there to pinch.
Half of all high school graduates now go
to college. The private schools limit the
number they take but state-supported in
stitutions have the obligation to make
higher education available to all who can
profit by it. Some folks are right proud
of this. But when the subject comes up,
snob-nobbing at The Club, Joe and
others do the headstand of an ostrich.
Yet, about one-third of America’s col
legians will be attending state universi
ties by 1985. Many junior colleges but
not many new universities are being
founded anymore. Many of the elder pri
vate ones fear size, shy from a ‘monster’
label.
Joe got in without a high school math
ematics requirement, passed a no-credit
course with tutoring. But, take Joe, Jr.,
what a transcript! Already has some cal
culus. Still, it’s tough with the top
schools!
Well, it’s no formality here, suggests
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the alumni host. Freshmen at State are
getting brighter all the time. Joe’s brow
plows a questioning furrow, when told
more than 50 per cent of States’ fresh
men now rank in the top fourth of their
graduating classes. One state institution
reports 80 per cent of its freshmen now
come from the upper half of high school
classes.
Joe muses a moment about placing
86th in a class of 122; then wonders
aloud if the trouble Joe, Jr., had with
Victorian literature will dissuade an Ivy
League committee. There’s always State,
he’s thinking — but one state school
turned away more than 4000 thoroughly
qualified in-state applicants — including
a son and daughter, here and there, of
alumni, some who give more than $10
a year!
Joe went to college four years — the
“down” years of a football cycle, he re
members. Joe, Jr., will go to college
longer, forget the fortunes of fall Satur
days sooner. Universities today are seven
and eight-year institutions. There’s sim
ply more to learn now. Professional life
is more competitive. Business is more
complex.
State classes often begin at 7:30 a.m.,
not nearly as often preceded by a pseudo
intellectual evening chug-a-lugging in the
fraternity ‘bomb shelter.’ Sometimes
students go to classes at night—once an
almost intolerable conflict with the bas
ketball schedule. They even go on Sat
urdays.
Yes, a fellow can graduate now in two
years and eight months. With honors
programs, a truly excellent student can
go faster, absorb more, tackle tougher
material now without academic penalty.
In some state college towns “academic”
letters on slouching sweaters show up on
the same street with the “Block M” and
the athletic blazer. Many and more are
discovering that it’s more important to
the world to split the atom than to split
the “T”!
The alumni secretary reaches across
his desk to fork over a new campus
map just in from the publications office.
It gets republished rather frequently, he
explains—like a battleground under as
sault, the scene is altered with every hu
man act. It might just as well be the blue
print for a shopping center to Joe. He
can’t find the old landmarks and he
doesn’t know the new ones.
No, he hasn’t looked around the cam
pus much. He dropped by to wish Sam
well — that’s where he used to buy his
shirts and socks. Grand old man, Sam!

He did pass that octopus of a building
down by the water. Certainly ruins the
view.
There’s more concrete in that one
building, jokes the secretary, than the
Lincoln Highway! Expansion at State is
everywhere, like a mosquito in a dark
room. One institution is constructing 15
new buildings at a cost of $28 million—
$1,000 for each of its 28,000 students!
Another master plan for the tidal future
represents an outlay of $5,000 per stu
dent. Nuclear reactors, nuclear spectro
meters, electronic microscopes, nuclear
generators are springing up with less than
the renovation of a dining hall during
Joe’s freshman year.
The alumni secretary, casually, notes
that State is now a large community. A
power plant, sewage system, barber
shops, ‘eateries,’ drug stores, post office,
hospital, hotel, fire station, a police
force—even a magistrate! One ‘city of
learning’, for example, counts nearly
30,000 residents. Another’s budget ex
ceeds $79,000,000—two-thirds from tax
revenues. Imagine! Joe rubs his nail
across the lobe of his ear. His company
doesn’t match this—so, he’s impressed.
Sensing a momentary advantage, the
alumni man leans harder now against
the mahogany. State is individually big;
collectively small! State universities and
land-grant institutions—there are 97 of
them—represent less than five per cent
of some 2,200 colleges in the United
States and Puerto Rico; enroll about 30
per cent of degree-credit students.

Somehow, Joe had never thought of
State in an exclusive way. He squinted
some in learning that state and land
grant institutions are the chief suppliers
of talent to the nation. They award more
than half of all doctoral degrees—8,536
out of 14,494 in a recent year.
State and land-grant institutions have
graduated more than half of all living
American Nobel Prize winners, close to
half of the members of the National
Academy of Sciences, half of the na
tion’s Governors, Senators, and Con
gressmen, half of the nation’s supply of
school teachers, two-fifths of its civilian
federal executives, more than one-third
of the nation’s leading corporation exec
utives, and many outstanding labor
leaders.
The state university is closer today to
the heart of state, national and global
concerns than it has ever been. It is an
exciting place. It is a vital place — of
teaching and learning, of searching and

finding, of thinking and creating, of high
challenge to youth, of profound stimula
tions and satisfactions for the scholar,
the artist, the curious mind, the discrim
inating taste, the imaginative spirit........
The alumni secretary has been saying
and writing this prosy sort of thing for
years. Joe gets the alumni magazine reg
ularly himself. He certainly enjoys it.
He turns to the class notes, checks the
placement bulletin, buries it under office
copies of “Fortune” when the oh-so-intellectual crowd next door happens in.
On the alumni office wall, Joe notices •
without mention, there hangs, in a rather
rustic old wood frame, a message speak
ing across the years: “The children of
the children for whom we dreamed brave
dreams and in whom we invested our
faith and treasure are now your sons and
daughters. You are at once the legatees
of the past, guardians of the present,
trustees of the future.”
The message is indestructible. But old
State has changed. Old Joe(s) need to
change, too. They need to go back more
often, take a closer look; visit the com
munications center as well as the student
union, tarry as long in the libraries and
galleries as in the botanical gardens alive
with nostalgia; discuss as seriously the
problems of automation and space with
researchers as the adolescence of the old
dorm that burned with the retired house
mom.
Old Joes need to quit apologizing al
together; and start bragging more than
somewhat. They need to stand up on
every conceivable occasion, scheduled or
spontaneous, and be heard. Everybody
knows about the bonus quarterback who
signed with the Packers. So they need to
talk about the Nobel physicist, the dis
tinguished alumnus, the great teacher.
Everybody knows about the coliseum
and the stadium. So they need to talk
about the Children’s Hospital, the Aero
nautical Research Center, high-energy
particle accelerators, radiotelescopes that
record the collision of galaxies 200,000,000 light-years away!
Once, like Joe, they sense and believe
State is great—and they helped make it
so—it’s easy. Joe gets up to leave. He
walks slowly toward the parking lot,
pauses to wave.
The alumni secretary knows Joe’ll take
a new look at his campus as he drives
away. He’ll come back more often now.
He may even give to a scholarship fund
someday. Will Joe, Jr., go to State? I
hope so, Joe is thinking. Where could he
do better?
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"The increase in the amount requested from the taxpayers is large
but the growth in need is even greater." --- President Young

In a statement accompanying the Uni
versity of Maine’s request for funds from
the 103rd Maine Legislature, President
Edwin Young noted that “the increase in
the amount requested from the taxpayers
is large but the growth in need is even
greater.”
This statement by President Young
sums up most effectively the situation
which faces the University and the tax
payers of the state in 1967.
Unquestionably, the University is
asking for a sizeable amount of money
from the state for the 1967—69 bien
nium. The total for operating funds,
capital improvements, and the ETV sta
tion comes to $32,736,742.
But, as President Young pointed out,
this sum will only allow the University
to continue to progress at a very modest
rate, despite tremendous demands for
growth in the areas of teaching, research,
and service.
“The sums requested are primarily for
two purposes,” President Young said in
the statement.
Rapid Enrollment Increase

“First, we are facing another period of
very rapid increase in enrollment. In
September 1967 we expect 1,100 more

students than the 7,500 who are enrolled
for September 1966. The following year
we expect another 700.
“In 1958 the University enrollment
was 4,300, a decade later we will have
grown to nearly 10,000 and the experts
who are studying higher education in
Maine tell us that our estimates are too
conservative.
Faculty Salary Increases

“The second major part of this budget
request is to provide the equivalent of
8% of 1966-67 salaries for increases for
each year of the biennium,” President
Young continued.
“Currently University of Maine salar
ies at every level are from 12% to 40%
below those of comparable ranks at the
other New England State Universities.
“We are having increasing difficulty in
holding our faculty and attracting able
new faculty members,” he declared.
“Steadily the percentage of our faculty
with the Ph.D. degree declines and this
at the very time when we must expand
our research and graduate programs.
“It would be heartening if we could
predict that salary increases now pro
posed would materially improve our posi
tion,” he said. “Actually it will do little

more than allow us to maintain our rela
tive position.”
The president said that a very modest
sum was being included in the appropria
tions request for increased costs other
than salaries and wages. He said this

figure would undoubtedly be “less than
the actual rise in costs.”
Strive for Efficiency

President Young also said: “At the
same time we are making requests to
cover salary increases and additional stu

FACULTY SALARIES LAG AT UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

Wide Margin Exists Between Average Salaries Paid by University
of Maine and the Five Other State Universities in New England
1966-1967
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dents, we are looking for ways to become
more efficient in our uses of staff time
and facilities. We hope thereby to in
crease modestly the small amounts we
are able to devote to research—research
that is so important for the quality of the
University and economic growth of the
state—and to health-related endeavors
currently being stressed by so many.”
The president concluded his statement
by saying: “Regretfully we have omitted
from our request additional state support
for the Cooperative Extension Service,
the Continuing Education Division, and
the Agricultural Experiment Station as
well as many new programs suggested by
departments and deans. Such desirable
expenditures will have to wait until the
press of numbers bears less heavily upon
us.”
Traditionally—and at the request of
state budget officers—the University has
submitted its appropriations requests for
operating funds in two parts; namely,
under the heading of (1) Current Ser
vices and (2) New Services.

INSTRUCTOR

The Current Services section contains
a request for funds which will simply
allow for the operation of the University
in the same way it has operated during
the last two years, without adding new
activities or programs.
In preparing this Current Services
(Part I) section, the University has
asked for $9,549,322 for the first year of

operations (1967-68) and $10,728,472
for the second year (1968-69), or $20,277,794 for the biennium.
This Current Services request includes
an 8% increase for salaries and 216%
for all other items of expense for each of
the two years to keep abreast of rising
costs. In addition, it includes funds to
operate new buildings authorized by the
last legislature but in use for the first
time in the coming biennium.
In presenting this Current Services re
quest University officials noted that resi
dent student charges, already high among
state universities, should not be further

increased. They also pointed out the Uni
versity could not foresee any substantial
increase in federal or “other” support
except that “which is so restricted the
general purposes of the University are
not materially served by it.”
New Services

In preparing the New Services section
(Part II) of the appropriations request
University officials offered these com
ments:
“Two years ago ‘New Services’ money
was asked solely to accommodate new
students even though the University is
constantly facing increased demand for

services and research required by all
segments of the state’s people. Con
sequently, this time our request to the
legislature contains a modest amount for
graduate study and research support—
both so important to a state and both
hithertofore so lacking—as pointed out
by Dr. John Truslow in his current
study (of the feasibility of establishing a
medical school in Maine).
“Admittedly, however, the demand for
continued numbers of undergraduate
students prevails uppermost,” the Uni
versity officials said. “Hence, this request
covers the expense of educating 1,800
new students in the next biennium. But
part of this expense will be borne by the
student himself so that the legislature
need not supply the full amount.”
In order to take care of the New Ser
vices (additional students, research, and
graduate programs) an additional $1,228,652 will be needed in 1967-68 and
$2,116,302 in 1968-69 over the amounts
required to carry on the Current Services.
During the last biennium the state pro
vided $15,747,567 for the operation of
the University. At this session, the Uni
versity is asking for an additional $7,875,181.
Educational Television

For the operation of its ETV network
the University is seeking $908,994 for the
biennium. This sum will allow the Uni
versity to continue the programming that
has prevailed for the past two years and

Current estimates of future enrollment are far higher than esti
mates made in 1964-65.

provide for some additional new in
school instructional television programs
and a longer viewing week. (Currently
the ETV stations operate only Monday
through Friday.)
About 115,000 students attend some
320 public and private elementary and
secondary schools in the viewing areas
of the three stations of the state network
while the total viewing population ap
proaches 500,000.

funds the University is seeking $8,205,000 from the 103rd Legislature to be
used for capital improvements. A
growing University is constantly faced
with the need for new structures, renova
tion of old buildings, installation of
utility lines, and other construction
problems.
For the 1967-69 biennium the Univer
sity has prepared a list of 16 projects.
These are given below:

member of the commission, and Presi
dent James S. Coles of Bowdoin College,
who is chairman of the commission,
have warned that there should be no
waiting or waivering in providing state
support for the current needs of the Uni
versity while details of the long-range
plan for higher education in Maine are
being worked out.
Capital Improvements

In addition to its request for operating

Higher Education Study

Unquestionably the study of higher
education in Maine which has been going
on for nearly two years will get serious
consideration at this session of the Legis
lature. This study was financed by a
$50,000 grant from the 102nd Legisla
ture and includes a report to the Advi
sory Commission for the Higher Educa
tion Study by the Academy of Education
al Development.
The commission and AED have both
recommended that a State University—
either under the present name or under
a newly created title—should play a
greater role in providing opportunities
for higher education for Maine’s young
people.
Naturally the University stands ready
to assist in every way possible with the
implementation of whatever changes are
agreed upon. It is our duty and respon
sibility to take on whatever new tasks are
delegated to us through the deliberations
of the Legislature.
However, both President Edwin Young
of the University of Maine who is a

Total
Cost

Priority

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.

$1,900,000
500,000
1,400,000
125,000
600,000
225,000
500,000
200,000
290,000

Law School Building, Portland
Greenhouses & Headhouse, Orono
Gen. Office & Classroom, Orono
Electric Power Lines Extensions
Alterations South Campus (Dow)
Recreational Swimming Pool
Land & Bldgs. Acquisition, Ptld.
Student Study Center, Portland
General Alterations to Facilities (Part I)
a. Air Conditioning, Psych. Labs.
b. Boardman Hall Alterations
c. Completion of Lord Hall
d. No. Stevens Basement Alts.
Physical Ed. Bldg. (Part I of III)
Roads & Parking Area Extensions
Development Darling Research Ctr.
Chemical Engineering Building
Underground Water Lines
General Alterations to Facilities (Part II)
a. Comp, of Carnegie Alterations
b. Alterations to Hitchner Hall
c. Alterations to Holmes Hall
Staff Housing at Princeton

2,000,000
200,000
300,000
2,100,000
150,000
230,000

35,000

Possible
Federal Aid

$600,000
100,000
300,000
—
150,000
50,000*
—
—
—

500,000
—
150,000
700,000
—
—

I
Net
State Funds
$1,300,000
400,000
1,100,000
125,000
450,000
175,000
500,000
200,000
290,000

1,500,000
200,000
150,000
1,400,000
150,000
230,000

35,000

$8,205,000
* Not Federal aid. This assistance to come
from student, faculty, staff and alumni
donations.

•
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College
Merger
Advised
The Orono campus will become one part of a much larger
University of the State of Maine, if an advisory commission

report made public in November is turned into legislation.
The advisory commission proposed that all of Maine’s

public education beyond high school be taken under the
wing of a reconstituted state university.
Thus, the present Orono and Portland campuses of the

University of Maine, its commuter colleges, the state col
leges, the vocational technical institutes, and Maine Mari

time Academy would all come under one heading—the
University of the State of Maine.

The Orono campus is proposed by the commission as a

site for increased attention to highest quality graduate study
and professional work, with freshman and sophomore en
rollment limited to students of recognized ability. An in
creased number of juniors and seniors would be accepted as
transfers from the other institutions.

The present two-year technical programs and much of
the undergraduate work now offered on the Orono campus
would be shifted elsewhere in the state system.
James S. Coles, president of Bowdoin College, served as
chairman of the 12-man commission which made its recom
mendations after studying a $50,000, 125-page consultant’s
report prepared by the Academy for Educational Develop
ment.

Farmington

Dearborn Gym

The commission received that report from the AED on
September 30, but the commission majority decided not to
make it public until its own report was ready and released
on October 31.

I
II

Ex-officio members of the commission included Dr. Edwin
Young, University of Maine president; William Logan, state
commissioner of education; and Standish Bachman, state
commissioner of economic development.

Other members were Clifford Wieden, Aroostook State
College president; Edward Blewett, Westbrook Junior
College president; and Arnold McKenney, principal of the
Central Maine Vocational-Technical Institute.

Gorham

Bailey Hall

Also, Benjamin Dorsky, president of the Maine State
Labor Council; John Sealey, Jr., chairman of the Governor’s
11

I

1
1

I
t

»
1

t

Advisory Committee on Education; State Sen. Roger Snow,
Jr., chairman of the Legislative Education Committee; Rep.
Kenneth Gifford, member of the Legislative Education Com! mittee; and Hugh Saunders, a Westbrook businessman.

The commission said its recommended approach would
be the quickest and most economical and effective way to
bring the benefits to the state’s educationally-starved population.
The report recommends adopting as a goal the projected
figures by the consultants that enrollments in all post-high
school programs will grow from 24,500 in 1965 to 55,400
in 1975 and to 75,000 in 1985 with more than half in twoyear, transfer, part-time and continuing education programs.
The commission made no prediction on the cost of its
proposals, but the AED estimate placed the cost of the
higher education program at $40.7 million in 1975-76.
The commission reported that a consolidated higher
education program would enable the state to meet critical
needs at the most reasonable cost in the quickest manner.

The legislature in its 1967 session will be asked only to
adopt a comprehensive statement in support of high edu
cation and creation of the framework of the University of
the State of Maine.

It would then be up to the 15 trustees of the new univer
sity system to work out a master plan to be presented to
future legislatures.
The commission hopes some kind of post-high school
training can be made available at a reasonable cost to all
students who want it and can qualify.

Also stressed is the removal of duplication in the system,
as well as full transferability of credits from one campus
to another.
The proposal includes creation of a Higher Education De
velopment Authority to coordinate all higher education

programs eligible for federal aid. A centralized admissions
office is also planned.

Proposals for specific institutions include:
Gorham State College—Expanded to be the site of all
four-year undergraduate and graduate programs offered
in the Portland area.
University of Maine at Portland—To become one of six
proposed university community centers, including all oneand-two year terminal programs, general, technical, and vo
cational programs. Southern Maine Vocational-Technical
Institute would be moved from South Portland to the Port
land campus.
Auburn campus—Another university community center
site for consolidation of programs on the new Central Maine
Vocational-Technical Institute campus, now being developed.
Augusta campus—To be a community center largely for
two-year programs leading to associate degrees or transfer
to four-year institutions
I

Dow campus, Bangor—To be a university community
center on Dow AFB, which is to be abandoned by the Air
Force. The site for two-year technical programs now offered
at Orono and vocational programs planned for the Eastern
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute in Bangor. Also, for
two-year programs leading to associate degrees or transfers.

Farmington, Gorham, and Aroostook State Colleges—To
have teacher preparation, arts, sciences, humanities and
education masters programs.
Fort Kent and Machias State Colleges—To become uni1 versity community centers, stressing the two-year terminal
or transfer programs with sorpe vocational programs geared
to local needs.
Maine Maritime Academy—Improved baccalaureate-level
program with more work in the arts, sciences, humanities,
and marine transport administration.
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Electron Microscope Sought
A year from now, the University of Maine
will have a new zoology building—a modern
structure behind the education building.
And, when the zoology department assumes
occupancy of the new building, its faculty
members are hoping they’ll be greeted by the
latest in equipment—an electron microscope.
According to Dr. Kenneth Allen, head of the
zoology department, “The staff is looking into
the feasibility of obtaining an electron micro
scope,” but hoping is easier than raising ap
proximately $75,000—the purchase price and
allied costs.
“Space is being planned for the electron
microscope in the new building,” says Dr. Al
len, “and I’m sure we’ll have one someday,
but the waiting period is nine months.”
“Ideally,” adds Dr. Allen, “we should place
our order this spring.”
Dr. Allen emphasizes the fact that an
electron microscope would be used not only by
the zoology department, but the geology de
partment and the College of Technology.
“Crystal structures in rocks and stresses in
metals can be observed,” adds Dr. Allen,
pointing out the varied uses of an electron
microscope.
“The electron microscope is now like the old
compound (light) microscope,” continues Dr.
Allen, noting, “it’s become a household item,”
but with one difference, “it costs 40 to
$80,000.”
Dr. Allen points out that the University of
Southern California has eight electron micro
scopes, whereas Maine’s would be the first in
the state.
“This would be part of our students’ educa
tional experience,” Dr. Allen feels, adding,
“presently, our students don’t even know what
one looks like except in a picture book.”
“An electron microscope would be a tre
mendous tool for research for our graduate
students and faculty members,” Dr. Allen
states.
“As our doctoral programs are expand
ed,” Dr. Allen claims, “Maine needs more and
more equipment in order to give our students
a well-rounded program.”
While a light microscope can obtain mag
nification several hundred times the object
studied, the electron microscope Dr. Allen is

most interested in is capable of 200,000x mag
nification.
In fact, according to Dr. Allen, the parti
cles studied are so small they must be put in
place with the use of a light microscope.
“With an electron microscope,” says Dr. Al
len, “we can see the systems and organizations
of structures we never knew existed before.”
“With a compound microscope we could see
inside the cell,” Dr. Allen continues, “but now
we can see not only inside the cell, but we can
see what is doing what.”
In simplest terms, the user of an electron
microscope does not see the object itself as in
the light microscope, but sees a shadow on the
viewing screen.
“It takes pictures of the densities of matter,”
says Dr. Allen, “and allows us to become in
volved in sub-cellular structure.”
The us Dr. Allen refers to is man, but he
hopes it can soon become Maine.

Christmas Art Exhibition
After waiting in the cold, they rush (see below) into Gallery
One of Carnegie Hall and happily contradict Vince Hartgen's
statement that, "The purpose of this show is not to sell."
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“The purpose of this show is not to
sell.”
That may be so, but the mob (see
cover) that stormed Carnegie Hall the
opening morning of the annual Christmas
exhibition didn’t come just to look.
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Students and some local residents, they
waited in sub-freezing weather for the
doors to open at 8 a. m., allowing them
full run of Carnegie’s two galleries.
On display were many of the 3,500
items available at prices to suit the stu
dent’s pocketbook, according to Prof.
Vincent Hartgen, head of the University
of Maine’s art department.
Yes, admits Prof. Hartgen, the art is
priced, “But, the real purpose of this
show is to help students start their young
art collections.”

“The artists charge less at our show,”
says Prof. Hartgen, “to help the students
who may not have too much money, but
are interested in art.”
“They realize,” continues Prof. Hart
gen, “That these students will want to
add to their collections after they grad
uate.”

“You’d be surprised,” he states “at the
number of alumni who write back and
ask for items they’ve seen at our show
when they were in school.”
Those items are the work of artists
from many countries, although the bulk
comes from Maine artists. Some of the
items are supplied by Ferdinand Roten
Galleries in Baltimore and the Associated
American Artists in New York City.

Notes Prof. Hartgen, “These people
tell me that our show is the only one of
its kind and size in the country.”
In its twelfth year, the show, which has

The sculpture “St. Francis and the
Children,” on loan to the university
by its creator, Harry Stump of Vinalhaven, and pottery by Robert Dunlap
of Mt. Desert are on display in Gallery
One.
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increased in size each season, ran during
the two weeks of classes prior to the
Christmas vacation break.
On sale were everything from original
sculptures and ceramics to paintings in
oil, watercolor, casein, and acrylic. Also,
fine graphic arts, including woodcuts,
etchings, serigraphs, and lithographs.
Silver and pewter ware, batiks, and
weavings were included, too.

If Vincent Hartgen has nothing else, he has enthusiasm, as
young Catherine Clark (above) is discovering.
Just two-and-a-half, the daughter of Associate Prof, and Mrs.
David Clark is getting the same spirited introduction to art that has
greeted numerous University of Maine students over the past 20 years.
Since starting a one-man art department at Maine in 1946, the
hard-working Hartgen, a talented artist in his own right, has created
a department that now threatens the seams of Carnegie Hall.
In addition to Prof. Hartgen, a recent recipient of the Distin
guished Maine Faculty Award, the art department now includes
David Decker, Ronald Ghiz, and Michael Lewis.
An art major is now offered in both the College of Arts and Sci
ences and the College of Education. The art department now occupies
all of Carnegie Hall, which is being renovated.
Another of Prof. Hartgen’s accomplishments has been the crea
tion of a University of Maine Art Collection, which now embraces
more than 1,000 items.
The broad assortment of works, including primarily American
paintings and graphics and European graphics, are hung in public
areas over the entire campus.
Art is very much in evidence on the Maine campus.

Art Explosion On
University Campus

All works were original creations, most
of them signed and/or editioned by the
artists, who received all proceeds. Neither
the art department nor the University of
Maine received a commission.

I
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State of Maine artists in the show were
Robert Dunlap, Mt. Desert, pottery;
Carroll Berry, Rockport, woodcuts;
Jeana Bearce, Brunswick, drawings and
paintings on wood; George Curtis, Owl’s
Head, aluminum sculpture; David
Decker, Orono, etchings; Fred Dodson,
Deer Isle, pewter ware and silver jewelry;
Marie Galland, South Windham,’ batiks;
Ronald Ghiz, Orono, serigraphs; Francis
Hamabe, Blue Hill, prints, paintings, and
drawings; Vincent Hartgen, Orono,
watercolors; Ebba Kossick, Deer Isle,
weavings; Michael Lewis, Orono,
drawings; Leo Meissner, Brunswick,
wood engravings; William and Stell
Shevis, Camden, hangings and prints;
Emily Muir, Stonington, oils and col
lages; Harry Stump, Vinalhaven, sculp
tures; and Denny Winters, Rockport, col
lages and prints.

I

I
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Browsers (top) in Gallery Two pass
a section devoted almost entirely to
State of Maine artists. Pewter ware
(bottom, left) by Fred Dodson of Deer
Isle draws the attention of one coed,
while another studies (bottom, right)
a wood cut by Carroll Berry of Rock
port.
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Improvement Sought
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Improvement was the key word for
the University of Maine prior to the
opening of the basketball season and
Coach Brian McCall has been satisfied
on that score.
But, so far as the points on the
scoreboard go, the Black Bears lost
their first four outings, despite their
improving performances.
Maine was 9-13 a year ago and
McCall had planned on improving
that record by being better defensively,
committing fewer fouls, handling the
ball better, and out-hustling the op
position.
The Black Bears looked anything
but improved in losing their opener
at St. Anselm’s, 81-56. However, they
turned right around and gave the Uni
versity of Rhode Island, a pre-season

Brian McCall

favorite in the Yankee Conference, a
battle for a half before bowing to
much superior height, 115-83.
However, the Bears regressed a bit
in losing to the University of New
Hampshire, 74-69, but then played the
University of Massachusetts on even
terms well into the second half be
fore bowing once again to height,
87-68.
Thus, Maine was 0-4 entering the
LeMoyne Tournament December 2829 in Syracuse, N. Y. The regular
season schedule resumed January 9 at
Colby and includes, during the re
mainder of the season, Jan. 11—at
Bowdoin, Jan. 13-14— Vermont, Jan.
31—Bates, Feb. 4—at Connecticut,
Feb. 6—at Boston University, Feb 8
—at Bates,
13—Connecticut,

Feb. 15—Bowdoin, Feb. 18—at
Rhode Island, Feb. 22—Colby, Feb.
25—Massachusetts, Feb. 28—New
Hampshire.
The starting lineup thus far has
included only one returning regular,
Captain Terry Carr. The Black Bears’
leading scorer a year ago, Carr was
scoring at virtually the same pace this
season with a 14.2 average through
the first four games.
The Black Bears’ leading player and
most pleasant surprise, however,
would have to be 6-3 sophomore Jim
Stephenson, who was averaging 19.5
points and 7.2 rebounds, second on
the club through the first four games.
Stephenson played in high school
under and is a protege of Maine’s
all-time leading-scorer, Skip Chappelle.
McCall says Stephenson has “played
as well as any sophomore we’ve ever
had.”
Joining Carr in the starting backcourt and scoring at the third-highest
pace on the club has been Dean
Chase, a transfer student and a former
teammate of Carr’s with Stearns of
Millinocket’s New England schoolboy
championship quintet. Chase had a
10.5 average prior to the Christmas
break.
Rounding out the normal starting
five have been John Eisenhard, an
other transfer, who had an 8.0 aver
age, and Chip Edgecomb, who was
pulling down close to 10 rebounds a
game, despite playing very little in
the opener.
McCall has been getting a lot of use
out of most everyone on the roster.
Dave Hale, a regular a year ago, has
been pushed out of the first five by
Edgecomb, but still sees duty under
the backboards
Backcourt lettermen Tom Farrell,
Rick Woods, and Dave Smith have
spelled Carr and Chase, while sopho
mores Paul Reynolds and Rod Mack
lin, high-school teammates from Win
slow, are reserves up front. Other
reserves are Hugh Campbell and
Bobby Thomas.
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Black Bear Sports
This past fall’s University of Maine
football team was very likely the best
eleven on the losing side of the ledger in
the Black Bears’ history.
Finishing with a 4-5 record, the Black
Bears were the first losing team Coach
Hal Westerman had in his 16 years as
Maine coach.
But, you couldn’t have told by their
season’s finale, when Maine mauled the
University of Vermont, 52-7.
Vermont invaded Orono with a 6-1
record, its all-time leading ground gainer,
and hopes of a Tangerine Bowl bid. The
Catamounts left town with nothing.
Maine got off to a 1-4 start, but closed
fast by winning three of its last four
games.
After losing to Massachusetts, 10-7,
and Boston University, 20-7, edging
Bucknell, 7-6, and losing to New Hamp
shire, 10-7, and Connecticut, 20-19, the
Black Bears caught fire.
Maine dumped Rhode Island, 21-6,
routed Colby, 31-6, while playing the
reserves most of the second half, and
then trampled Vermont, after losing in
the mud at Youngstown, 14-6.
Linebacker John Huard earned Little
All-America honors for the second
straight season, was second team All
East in the major college balloting, and
earned All-New England recognition, as
did defensive back Norm Tardiff.
Making the All-Yankee Conference
first team were Huard, Tardiff, offensive
tackle Bill Pasquill, offensive guard Ivan
Brawn, and defensive end Pete Norris.
Fullback Charlie Belisle was a secondteam selection. Only Norris will be back
next fall.
Maine had two tie games snatched
away in the closing seconds by field
goals and could have won a third but
for another three-pointer.
Maine’s proud defensive unit held the
' key all season long, allowing only 99

points or an average of 11.0 points per
game. The Black Bears lost by more than
one touchdown only once.
The Black Bears were particularly
effective on kick coverage, not allowing
a touchdown on either kickoff or punt
returns. Maine allowed an average return
of only 2.6 yards on punts and 13.9 yards
on kickoffs.
While the Black Bear offense was
limited to seven points in each of the first
four games, it showed steady improve
ment thereafter.
End John White and halfback Frank
Keany provided most of the offensive
punch, but both will be gone next fall.
However, quarterback George Platter
showed very well in the finale and will
be back in 1967.

Coming back to lead the Black Bears
next fall will be co-captains Don White,
the offensive center, and Keith Kalman,
the defensive middleguard.
Also returning will be defensive tackle
and end Don Loranger, who was a power
house by the end of his sophomore sea
son. Top prospects off the freshman
eleven include offensive end Gene Ben
ner, quarterback Dave Wing, and offen
sive halfback Chuck Harney, brother of
Frank, an All-New England pick in
1965.
While Maine will lose much of its
offensive line, Westerman looks forward
to the distinct possibility of a better
record, although the Black Bears will be
facing the toughest schedule in their his
tory.

Don White

Keith Kalman

Abbott Named Football Coach
Walt Abbott was handed the reins of the Maine foot
ball team two days before Christmas when Hal Wester
man relinquished control to concentrate on his duties as
athletic director.

Westerman, who coached the Black Bears to an 8038-7 record in 16 seasons, had assumed the duties of
both head football coach and AD last spring.

Coach Jack Butterfield will start pre
paring his Maine baseball team for the
spring season as soon as his players re
turn for the second semester.
Snow will still be on the ground and
grass will just be a dream, but the Black
Bears will be green.
Only third baseman George Ferguson
and left fielder Norm Tardiff will be as
sured of starting assignments, but even
their positions are in doubt.
Ferguson could be switched from the
hot corner, where he played on Maine’s
Yankee Conference co-championship nine
last season, to shortstop, while Tardiff
may find himself behind the plate.

A strong point will be the return of
Gordie Engstrom and Terry Ordway,
Maine’s top two twirlers last spring.

The University of Maine and Colby
College will be co-hosts this winter of
the NCAA Ski Championships March
2-3-4 at Sugarloaf Mountain.
Coach Brud Folger is hoping the Black
Bears can develop the ability to show
well against the nation’s best and, at this
point, several Maine skiers figure to be
in that class.

Steve Parent, who returns to campus
in February after a military reserve
hitch, and Rick Marco are both Class A
skiers. Parent was invited to train with
the Eastern ski team over Christmas
vacation along with 35 of the East’s best
skiers.
Mike Zubko, who is a fine skier, but
has little racing experience, should help
also in the alpine events, as will Doug
Thompson and Bobby Hatch.

The best nordic, cross country and
jumping, bets are Greg Howe, Bob
Price, Al Hodsdon, and Charlie Morrill.
20

Abbott, who is 30 years old, graduated from Maine
in 1958 after playing guard and linebacker under Westy
and has served as line coach since 1960.
A replacement line coach will be named, while Jack
Butterfield and Dave Rand will continue as varsity
assistants.

At this time of year, Coach Ed Styrna
wonders just as much about who will be
on his team as how well his indoor track
team will do.
The intramural and interclass meets are
held in early January, but Maine’s inter
collegiate season doesn’t get underway
until February.
This year, the Black Bears figure to
be strongest in the distance events even
though the cross country team was not
of championship caliber.
Joe Dahl is the defending Yankee
Conference outdoor two-mile champion,
while Steve Turner is one of the most
promising runners Styrna has coached.
Paul Petrie and George Clark are also
good distance runners.
Sprinter John Buteau, pole vaulter
John Dowd, broad jumper Joe Kantauskis, and middle distance runners Morris
Bonde, John Kirkland, and Paul LeBlanc
figure to help.
The major weakness figures to be in the
weights, although football guard Ivan
Brawn could be of value and Craig Hurd
is a good 35-pound weight man

State of Maine educational televi
sion stations will broadcast six of
Maine’s eight home basketball
games this season.
Maine’s game with the University
of Rhode Island was taped for dis
tribution over the following two
months to 12 northeastern and one
West Coast ETV station.
The game was to be shown over
stations in New York, Pittsburgh,
Washington, Hartford, Los Angeles,
Schenectady, Rock Rochester, Syra
cuse, and Buffalo.

Styrna is hoping his team can improve
upon a 1-4 dual meet record, although the
Black Bears face a tough schedule, which
includes: Feb. 4—Colby, Feb. 11—
Brown, Feb. 18—Boston University, Feb.
25—Northeastern, March 4—USTFF
Meet, March 11—Yankee Conference
meet at the University of New Hamp
shire, and March 18—New Hampshire.
Dahl has been elected captain of next
fall’s cross country squad.
The Maine rifle team has gone un
defeated for two seasons, winning the
Yankee Conference championship both
years, and finished last season by winning
the NRA Sectionals and the New Eng
land championship.
This season the Black Bears, had a 5-0
record when they took their vacation
break and there appears to be no reason
why they shouldn’t continue at their past
pace when they resume their schedule in
February.
In the past four years Maine has
compiled a 23-6 record and with shoot
ers of the ability of Co-Captains Bill
Blaine and Wayne Hanson, that record
should be extended.

The University of Maine soccer team
finished with a disappointing 0-11 record,
but Coach Bill Livesey is quite hopeful
that things will markedly improve next
fall.
Of 18 letter winners this past season,
17 should be returning next season and
the 18th has remaining eligibility. By the
end of the season, the very inexperienced
Black Bears were showing an excellent
defense, but hadn’t developed the neces
sary offense.
Ken Olson, who moved from defense
into the goal during the latter part of
the season, will captain next fall’s eleven.

Huard All-America
“1 doubt if I can remember when
one player so completely dominated
a ball game.”
Jack Zilly, the University of Rhode
Island football coach, was being quot
ed after John Huard had scored two
touchdowns and virtually carried the
University of Maine to a 21-6 victory
over URI.
Zilly formerly starred at Notre
Dame and later played in the National
Football League, so Huard’s perform
ance had to be good to impress him.
To Maine fans, however, Huard’s
sterling exhibition had come to be
expected.
A two-time Little All-America at
linebacker, Huard has been generally
accepted as the finest football player
in the Black Bears’ long and glorious
gridiron history.
During the recently-completed 1966
season, Huard made 92 unassisted
tackles in nine games and helped out
on 64 other stops, both marks being
Maine defensive records.
The marks he broke were 83 un
assisted tackles and 56 assists, both his
own, set in 1955 when he was named
Little All-America for the first time.
Overall this past fall, Huard, a co
captain of the Maine club, scored
touchdowns on a blocked punt and
intercepted pass, picked off three ene
my passes, running them back 102
yards, and knocked down eight other
passes.
Huard, for his efforts, was the only
one of 22 players named to the As
sociated Press Little All-America
squad who was a repeater from the
1965 club, this despite the fact that
Maine had a losing season
The Little All-America selectors
weren’t the only ones impressed with
Huard. Professional football scouts
made a habit of attending Maine foot
ball games and Huard is considered
a good bet to be selected in an early
round of the pro draft in January.
At 6-0 and 220-plus pounds, Huard

»

is considered large enough for the pro
game. Speed had been considered his
only possible drawback, but in answer
to a request from one of the pro
clubs, Huard was clocked for the 40yard dash following the season.
To interest the pros, a linebacker
must make 5.2 seconds in the 40 and
Huard hit 4.9, 5.0, and 5.0 in three
successive clockings. So much for
that question.
While Yankee Conference players
in the pro ranks are a rarity, Huard
would hardly be an exception.
Former Maine greats Thurlow Coo
per, an end, and Roger Ellis, a center,
both played three years in the Ameri

John Huard

can Football League with the New
York Titans, now the Jets.
Milt Morin, who played for the
University of Massachusetts against
Maine’s Tangerine Bowl-bound club
a year ago, was the first-round draft
choice of the Cleveland Browns and
was one of the National Football
League’s leading rookies this past
fall as a tight end.
Morin’s teammate at UMass., Phil
Vandersea, was a member of the
Green Bay Packers in the NFL this
season.
Thus, there is precedence that says
John Huard can also become a pro
standout. Maine fans are sure of it.

Home Relaxing
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Elliott Portrait
Given By '62
To University

Present at the unveiling of a portrait of Dr. Lloyd Elliott, former
University of Maine president, were (left to right) Earl Smith, Class of 1962
president; Dr. Edwin Young, university president; and Gene and Ruth
Elliott, son and daughter-in-law of Dr. Elliott.

The Class of 1962 honored its most distinguished member when
a portrait of Dr. Lloyd Elliott, former University of Maine president,
was unveiled November 11.
Earl Smith, president of the Class of ’62 and acting in its behalf,
presented the portrait of Dr. Elliott, an honorary member of that class,
at a ceremony in the Peabody Lounge of the Memorial Union.
Dr. Edwin Young, who succeeded Dr. Elliott as president in 1965,
accepted the oil painting in behalf of the university and Board of
Trustees.
Dr. Elliott, who came to the university as president in the fall of
1958 along with the Class of ’62, is now president of George Washing
ton University.
Gene ’63 and Ruth ’62 Elliott, son and daughter-in-law of Dr.
Elliott, represented him at the unveiling.
Done by Bjorn Egeli of Valley Lee, Maryland, the portrait will
hang in the Joseph P. Bass Room (Periodicals Room) of the Raymond
H. Fogler Library.
The new portrait’s unveiling was a highlight of the two-day meet
ing of the university’s Development Council at the Orono campus.
The ceremony followed a dinner in the Ford Room of the Memor
ial Union and an address by Dr. Young. A business session of the De
velopment Council was held the following morning.
*
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State of Maine ETV viewers
are currently taking guitar les
sons.
A 26-week course in folk gui
tar lessons premiered November
18 on stations WMEB-TV in
Orono, WMEM-TV in Presque
Isle, and WMED-TV in Calais.
Hostess and teacher on the
program is Miss Laura Weber,
who has been giving guitar les
sons in the San Francisco area
for more than 18 years and has
published two collections of
folk songs arranged especially
for the guitar.
Miss Weber believes anyone
can play the guitar with confi
dence at the end of the course.

Spring commencement at both the
University of Maine’s Orono and Port
land campuses will be held on June 1,
1967.
The exercises in Orono will be held in
the morning, while the Portland program
will be held in the evening. The Orono
commencement was originally scheduled
for May 31.

An all-time record high of 8,271 en
rollments were recorded during the fall
semester for courses under the Continu
ing Education Division of the University
of Maine.
The most significant increases have
taken place in Portland, Orono, Presque
Isle, and Augusta. The largest increase

The University of Maine student body includes such diverse talents
as an ex-trail guide for the Portland Society of Natural History, a former
ranger aide for the Maine Forest Service, and an ex-psychiatric aide at
the Bangor State Hospital.
One student even worked as an archeology aide for the Ancient
Pemaquid Restoration Society this past summer. All were working under
the College Work-Study Program, which was instituted at the University
of Maine in 1965.
This program, 90 per cent of which is financed by the federal gov
ernment and 10 per cent by the University of Maine or participating
agency, assists students from low income families to finance college
careers.
The 288 students from the Orono and Portland campuses who
worked under the program this past summer earned an average of $825
over 12 weeks.
Students may work 40 hours per week during the summer and 15
hours a week during the school year. Approximately 325 students are
working under the program on the two campuses at this time.

is in Augusta where the enrollment is
more than twice the number of regis
trants recorded in the fall of 1965.
CED offered its first educational tele
vision credit course during the fall
semester and 103 students enrolled in
the mathematics program taught by Dr.
Albert Wootton.

A record number of approximately
300 business and professional firms
have contacted the University of Maine
Placement Bureau seeking to interview
students for jobs following their gradua
tion.
'
Interviews started on November 29
and will continue through March 23. Of
the 300 firms applying to interview stu
dents, only 18 are located in Maine. Ap
plications were received from firms rang
ing from coast to coast, but the largest
number are located in Massachusetts,
New York, and Connecticut.

The University Singers gave off-campus
performances of the University of
Maine’s traditional Christmas season
presentation of Handel’s Messiah at St.
Mark’s Episcopal Church in Augusta
December 4 and the Whispering Pines
Service Club at Loring Air Force Base
December 7.
The performance on the Orono campus
December 11 was given by the 180-voice
Chorophonic Society, the University
Orchestra, and guest soloists. The Uni
versity Singers are composed of 40
voices under the direction of Dr. Herrold E. Headley, Sprague Professor of
Music.

This year’s freshman class at Orono
sent Christmas greetings to nearly half
a million people.
Greetings from the University of
Maine frosh were in the form of a letter
expressing sincere good wishes to ser

vicemen who spent the holiday in Viet
Nam.
Copies of the letter were sent to Gen.
William Westmoreland, commanding
general of U. S. Forces in Viet Nam,
with the recommendation that it be

printed in the Pacific edition of Stars
and Stripes, the service newspaper.
The Christmas greeting to servicemen
stated, “If there were one gift your fel
low countrymen could receive this
Christmas, it would be the safe return
of every American serviceman. But, be
cause there are those who would rob us
of everything we believe in, it is not
possible to receive this gift at this time.
As you continue the fight for Democ
racy, we hope that you are secure in the
knowledge that the people back home
support you and are proud of the job
you are doing,” the letter continued.
Members of the freshman class had
expressed concern about collegiate dis
plays criticizing policies of the govern
ment in Viet Nam and many of them
backed a proposal to let the troops know
that at least the freshman student body
at the University of Maine was in full
support of their efforts.

Albert Hackett ’53 has been appointed
assistant director of admissions at the
University of Maine and assumed his
post November 14.
Hackett received his master’s degree
in secondary administration from Maine
in 1959 and had been serving as submas
ter and director of guidance at Schenck
High School in East Millinocket.

R. C. Sheriff’s play, Journey’s End, was the first presentation of the Maine
Masque during the present school year. Appearing in the play were (standing,
left to right) Fritz Momson of Chelsea, Vt., Steven Harvey of Camden, and
(below) Wesley Staples of Swan’s Island. The next play will be “She Stoops
To Conquer,” by Oliver Goldsmith, March 14-18.

A one-week Institute on the MultiplyHandicapped Child will be conducted at
the University of Maine March 27
through 31.
Dr. Arthur Kaplan, head of the uni
versity’s psychology department and co
ordinator of the institute, says state-wide
representation of participants will be
sought.
No academic credit will be given for
the course, which is primarily designed
to inform and to enhance the effective
ness of people working with the excep
tional child. Each participant will receive
a $75 stipend to help defray expenses
and there will be no charge for tuition
or class materials.
Applications from principals, guidance
counselors, psychologists, special educa
tion educators, and certain teachers
should be sent directly to the Bureau of
Guidance and Special Education, De
partment of Education, Augusta, the ad
ministering authority.

Local Associations
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Cape Cod Alumni
James H. Rice ’51, president

The Cape Cod Alumni held their
third annual fall meeting October 29 at
Wimpy’s Restaurant in Osterville. A social hour and dinner were on the agenda.
Robert Schoppe, president of the' GAA,
and Carl Whitman, 1st vice president,
spoke.

Southern Connecticut Alumni
Donald M. Stewart ’35, president

Phil McCarthy, assistant executive
director of the GAA, spoke November
4 at a dinner meeting held at the Cafe
Barna in Westport.

Black Bears Of Rhode Island
Alfred B. Lingley ’20, chairman

Meeting in Albany, N. Y., are (front, left to right) Mrs. Edith (McIntire
’41) McDonald, Dr. Edwin Young, Mrs. Carol (Farrow ’54) Dow, Richard M.

Salisbury ’59, (back, left to right) William R. Dow ’55, and Dr. Robert S.
McDonald ’41.
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The Black Bears met November 18
at the T. K. Club in Pawtucket. The
next meeting will be held January 20
at Bob Nelson’s home.
At the November meeting, members
discussed purchasing shoulder patches
for the ROTC brigade and the possibil
ity of leading a drive to obtain blazers
for Maine teams to wear while traveling.

Northern Kennebec Alumni

Buffalo Alumni

Western Pennsylvania Alumni

Earle D. Bessey ’40, president

Anthony J. Merry ’52, president

A December 1 meeting of the North
ern Kennebec Alumni was held at the
Fenway Maine Motor Hotel in Water
ville.
Walt Abbott, assistant football coach
at Maine, and Russ Woolley, GAA
executive director, were present. A buffet
dinner was served.
The next meeting is scheduled for
May 4.

Buffalo alumni met with Dr. Edwin
Young, University of Maine president,
on December 7 at Parkway Inn at Nia
gara Falls.
Those attending were treated to a din
ner, Breast of Chicken a la Parkway, and
an address by Dr. Young.

Mrs. James Vamvakias ’63,
secretary-treasurer

Oxford County Alumni
Oscar Taylor ’35, president

The York alumni met December 3
at Spring Hill Lodge in South Berwick.
Russ Woolley, executive director of the
GAA, spoke and showed slides.

Walt Abbott, Maine football line
coach, and Bob Pickett, the freshman
football coach, spoke at the December 7
meeting of the Oxford County Alumni,
as did Phil McCarthy, assistant executive
director of the GAA. The meeting was
held at The Country Way in Norway.

Eastern New York Alumni

Chicago Alumni

John Cheseboro ’61, president

Leonard F. Shaw ’36, president

Albany alumni- held a dinner meeting
December 6 at Sleasman’s Hofbrau in
Latham.
Dr. Edwin Young, the University of
Maine president, spoke at the meeting.

The president of the University of
Maine, Dr. Edwin Young, met with
Chicago alumni on December 8 on one
stop of his five-day visit to local alumni
associations.

York County Alumni
Parker Blaney ’49, president

The General Alumni Association is pleased to accept
nominations for all alumni awards at any time. Nominations
should be sent to the GAA, 44 Fogler Library, Orono, Maine
04473.
The Alumni Service Emblem is awarded each year at
the spring banquet, while the Career Award and the Black
Bear Awards are tendered each fall at Homecoming.
The “M” awards are made throughout the year, recog
nizing alumni activity that develops strong and active good
will for the university.

Dr. Edwin Young, president of the
University of Maine, met with Western
Pennsylvania alumni on December 9 at
Johnny Garneau’s restaurant in Pitts
burgh. A cocktail hour, smorgasbord,
and meeting were on the agenda.

St. Petersburg Alumni
Freeman G. Webb ’33, president

The very active St. Petersburg group
held meetings December 10 and January
7 with additional meetings scheduled
February 4, March 4, and March 25, all
at the International Club, 145 4th Ave
nue NE in St. Petersburg, Fla.
Attendance at meetings for the past
year has averaged 50 and above with a
total attendance of 348 for six meet
ings held during the 1965-66 season.

Cumberland County Alumni
Kenneth Woodbury ’24, president

Dr. Edwin Young, president of the
University of Maine, spoke at the Jan
uary 10 meeting of the Cumberland
County Alumni.
Russ Woolley and Phil McCarthy of
the alumni office attended the Novem
ber 1 meeting.

Southern California Alumni
George Ladner ’26, chairman

A gathering of Maine alumni is antic
ipated for Los Angeles this spring on
March 28. Russ Woolley, the GAA
executive director, expects to be on hand.

1898 LEROY EUGENE DOW, 91, of Portland,
on Sept. 8, 1966, in Portland. Native of Port
land. Employed U. S. Corps Engineers 19051943. Retired 1943. Survivor: one daughter.
Charter member of Sigma Chi Fraternity; first
Sigma Chi to graduate from the University.

1913 RAYMOND GUILFORD FOSTER, 76, of
Portand, on Nov. 1, 1966, at Portland. Native of
Portland. Associated with Dow and Pinkham
Insurance Agency. Retired 1962. Survivors: wife,
two sons, a sister, four grandchildren, nieces
and nephews. Member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Fraternity.

1905 HARRY ORLANDO BEALE, of North
Anson, in that town, on Oct. 21, 1966. Native of
North Anson. Civil engineer in Montana and
Maine. Retired 1947. Survivors: wife, daughter,
sister, brother, 3 grandchildren, 3 great-grand
children. Member Theta Chi Fraternity.

1914 ARTHUR GALEN EATON, SR., of Ban
gor, on August 28, 1966, in Bangor. Native of
Hermon. State Mutual Life Insurance Co., and
Eaton Life Insurance Co. Served as president
St. Paul’s Twin City Alumni Assn. Survivors:
wife, daughter, two sons, one Richard F. ’49,
Concord, Mass., five grandchildren. Member
Kappa Sigma Fraternity.

1905 HERBERT WALTER BACHELDER, 86,

of Herkimer, N. Y., unexpectedly, Oct. 17, 1966,
at his home. Native of East Winthrop. B.S.
degree 1905; E.E. degree 1909. Superintendent
Acme Engineering Co.; contractor; Superinten
dent Municipal Water Commission 1940-1951.
Consulting licensed professional engineer. Sur
vivors: two daughters, two grandchildren. Mem
ber Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
1905 ROY EDMUND TAYLOR, 82, of West
Haven Conn., on Nov. 6, 1966, at West Haven,
Conn. Native of Shapleigh. Electrical engineer
in drafting department New York-New Haven
and Hartford Railroad 46 years, last 10 years
as Signal Engineer. Retired, 1952. Survivors:
wife, brother, Curtis ’10, Kennebunk, three
sisters, one Dorothy (Mrs. J. Neal) Garvin ’27,
Springvale, nephew, J. Neal Garvin III ’56.

1915 WILLIAM WASON REDMAN, 76, of
Kittery, on Oct. 20, 1966, at Manchester N. H.
Native of Candia, N. H. Salesman for Inter
national Fire Equipment Corp. Owner of large
farm, Captain of Portsmouth Navy Yard Se
curity Police. Survivors: wife, daughter. Army
service Mexican Border, and World War I with
AEF, Captain in Infantry. Member of Sigma
Chi Fraternity.

1921 HUGH CLIFFORD SMITH, 69, of Wa
terville, unexpectedly, on Oct. 27, 1966, at
Waterville. Native of Sebec Lake. Employed
by the Internal Revenue Department. Retired
1965. Survivors: three sons, one sister, 15
grandchildren. Member Lambda Chi Alpha Fra
ternity.

1922 DR. DONALD HOWARD DANIELS, 67,

of Readfield, unexpectedly, at Montreal, Quebec,
Canada, on Nov. 11, 1966, while attending a
meeting of the regional College of Physicians of
the American Medical Association. Also gradu
ate Harvard Medical School. Native of Orr’s
Island. Member staff Togus Veterans Admini
stration Center past 10 years. Formerly staff
member Maine Medical Center and had practice
in Portland and South Portland. World War
I served in infantry; World War II commander
at military government hospital on Tinian, Mari
ana Islands. Survivors: wife, Helene (Douglas
’25) Daniels, one son, two daughters, one Mrs.
Arad (Judith ’60) Philpott, Chelmsford, Mass.,
one sister, and six grandchildren. Member Phi
Eta Kappa Fraternity.

1908 MYRON HERBERT RIDLON, 83, of
Kezar Falls, on Nov. 29, 1966, in Portland.
Native of Parsonsfield. Graduate of U of M
School of Pharmacy. Operated own drug store
in Kezar Falls from 1910 to time of death.
Survivors: daughter, two brothers, three grand
children, two great-grandchildren, nieces and
nephews.
1909 IRENE RICHARDSON CONNER DURGY (MRS. HERBERT A.), 76, of Rutland, Vt.,

on Nov. 16, at Waterbury, Vermont. Native of
Bradley. Certificate from New York State
Library School, Albany, N. Y. One time Li
brarian of Rutland Free Library. First married
to Warren E. Conner ’09, who was deceased in
1920. Married Mr. Herbert Durgy in 1926, now
deceased. Survivors: one daughter, one son,
five grandchildren, one Warren E. Conner ’62,
Rutland, Vt., six great-grandchildren. Member
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority.

1917 CLYDE BARTLETT SWANTON, 72, of

1925 HARRY WELLS

Bath, on Oct. 27, 1966, in Bath. Native of Mil
bridge. Employed by Bath Iron Works following
several years of teaching. Retired 1961. Surviv
ors: wife, two sons, one Dr. Joseph E. ’50, of
Morganton, North Carolina, two daughters, one
brother, one sister, 14 grandchildren. World
War 1: served in U. S. Navy for three years.

Westfield, Mass., on June 13, 1966, in that city.
Native of Brooklin. Former chief draftsman for
Harvey-Whipple, Inc., also 12 years merchandis
ing as store manager for S. S. Kresge Co., Lynn,
Mass., J. J. Newberry Co., Bellows Falls, Vt.
Past six years mechanical draftsman Sterling
Radiator Co. Survivors: wife, mother, two sis
ters.

1919
1909

WARREN ALFRED CARTER, 82, of

Nobleboro, formerly of Williamsport, Pa., on
Oct. 30, 1966, at Nobleboro. Native of Brooklin.
Salesman for Bausch and Lomb Optical Co. for
27 years. Retired 1954. No near survivors. Mem
ber Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
1912 GEORGE ROUNDY WOODBERRY, 76,

of Beverly, Mass., on Sept. 27, 1966, in Beverly,
Massachusetts. Native of Beverly. Accountant
with Eastern Gas and Fuel Assn., Boston, 48
years. Retired 1958. Survivors, one son, one
daughter. Member of Senior Skull and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
1913 MELVIN HENRY ST. CLAIR, 76, of
Tampa, Fla., on Oct. 29, 1966, in St. Peters
burg, Fla. Native of Owl’s Head. Retired in
1945. Employed for 22 years as a construction
engineer and architect for a Tampa concern.
Served in U. S. Army in World War I in medi
cal department. Survivors: wife, sister.

1913 HAROLD HENRY SEARLES, 69, of Bar
rington, R. I., on Dec. 5, 1966, in Barrington,
Rhode Island. Native of Bangor. Pharmaceutical
chemist at Providence, R. I. Retired 1961.
Served in U. S. Infantry World War I. Sur
vivors: wife, two daughters, one brother.
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MISS CORINNE MARY KING, 70, on

Oct. 27, 1966, at Orono. Native of Orono,
Taught school. Employed with her sister at
the Rose King Shop, Bangor. Survivors: sister,
brother (Harold L. ’17), of Flemming, N. J.
1919

LAURENCE BAILEY EDDY, 70, of

Camden, on Nov. 14, 1966, at Rockland. Native
of Bethel. Also attended Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. Veteran of World War I. Served
with U. S. Marine Corps in France and Germa
ny. Survivors: wife, two sons, Robert H. ’49, of
Camden, Stanley H. ’51, Wilbraham, Mass.,
several grandchildren.
1920 LEWIS ABRAMSON, 70, of Portland, on
Nov. 2, 1966, at the Veterans Administration
Hospital, Togus. Native of Russia. Employed
Portland School Department 28 years; superior
in Portland school’s audio-visual aids at retire
ment in 1965. U. S Army World War I. Sur
vivors: wife, son, two grandchildren, sister.
Member of Phi Epsilon Pi.

1920 BURLEIGH RUMERY WATERMAN, 68,

of West Hyannis Port, Mass., on Nov. 12, 1966,
at West Hyannis Port. Native of Portland. Buy
er for W. T. Grant Stores. Retired. Survivors:
wife, Mabel (Thompson ’22) Waterman, four
daughters, one Mrs. Raymond (Marguerite ’50)
Rideout, Jr., Manchester, one son, one sister,
11 grandchildren. Member Beta Theta Pi Fra
ternity.

CANDAGE, 66,

of

1925 ALTON PERCY KEENE, 65, of Glens
Falls, N. Y., on Sept. 5, 1966, at Glens Falls,
New York. Native of Kingman. Supervisor1 Cost
Control Department Imperial Wallpaper and
Chemical Co. (now Hercules, Inc.) past 25 years.
Survivors: wife, one daughter, three grandchil
dren, brother, Burt M. ’33, Glens Falls, N. Y.,
nieces and nephew who attended Maine. Mem
ber Sigma Nu Fraternity.
1926

FRED ELMER LITTLEFIELD, 64, of

Northboro, Mass., on Nov. 16, 1966, at Worces
ter, Massachusetts. Native of Brewer. Retired
engineer with New England Light and Power
Co. Survivors: two brothers, John ’13, Brewer,
Theodore ’22, Brewer, sister, nieces and neph
ews. Member Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
1927

NORMAN ALBERT MESERVE, 63, of

Florence, S. C., on Sept. 24, 1966, at Florence,
South Carolina. Native of Pasadena, California.
Manager Kopper & Co., Inc. Retired in May,
1966. Survivors: wife, three sons, sister, five
grandchildren. Member Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
1929

GEORGE ALBERT WHITTIER, 59, of

Millbury, Mass., on Nov. 29, 1966, in Worcester,
Massachusetts. Native of Passadumkeag. As
sistant engineer with New England Power Co.
for 37 years. Survivors: two sons, one brother,
Philip P. ’25, Steep Falls, three grandchildren,
Member of Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity.

1929 HAROLD EDISON RUSSELL, 57, of
Cincinnati, Ohio, on June 30, 1965, in that city.
Native of Bangor. Gas heating engineer with
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. Lieutenant U. S.
Navy, World War II. Participated in Normandy
Invasion. Member Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.

1930

F

VAUGHAN MERRILL DAGGETT, 60,

of Augusta, on Nov. 12, 1966, at Augusta. Native of Carbiou. Registered professional engi
neer. Chief engineer Maine State Highway Com
mission for past 11 years. Founder and charter
member Maine Good Roads Association. Sur
vivors: wife, Lucille (French ’31) Daggett, step
mother, one sister Mrs. Harold (Ruth ’29) Storm,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., aunt, uncle. Member Sig
ma Chi Fraternity.
7

1931

FRANCIS EDMUND HEALD, 62, of

Madison, on Oct. 23, 1966, in Madison. Native
of Stratton. Head electrician at Hollingsworth
and Whitney Mill in Madison. Veteran of World
War II. Survivors: wife, sister.
1931

LEO ROMEO BERNARD, 59, of St.

Petersburg, Fla., Oct. 14, 1966, in St. Petersburg.
Native of Lewiston. Engineering department
Central Maine Power Co. Retired 1963. Sur
vivors: three sisters. Member Phi Kappa Fra
ternity.
1933 JOHN PORTER SCOTT, JR., 54, of Falls
Church, Va., formerly of Winn, on Oct. 26,
1966, at Arlington, Va. Native of Bangor. Also
attended George Washington University. Chief
of Cartography Section, U. S. Geological Sur
vey. Survivors: wife, two sons, two sisters,
mother. Member Kappa Sigma Fraternity.

1934 VERNON MURRAY, 59, of Brownville
Jet., unexpectedly, on Nov. 5, 1966, at Milo.
Native of Greenville Jet. Engineer for Canadian
Pacific Railroad. World War II, second lieu
tenant in Railroad Corps four years. Survivors:
sister, brother, nephew. Member Kappa Sigma
Fraternity.

1934 JESSE REMINGTON WADLEIGH, 54,

k.

of Needham, Mass., on Oct. 27, 1966, in Boston.
Native of Old Town. Associated with Socony
Vacuum Oil Co. World War II served with
U. S. Navy; discharged with rank of Lieutenant
Colonel. * Survivors: wife, son, daughter, aunt.
1936 SUSAN LORD (Mrs. EDWARD) FOSS,

52, of Port Washington, N. Y., was lost from a
boat and presumed drowned Nov. 17, 1966, off
Block Island, Rhode Island. Native of Portland.
Attended the University for 2 years, and Traphagen School of Design. Survivors: husband,
son, Edward L., Jr., ’61, Port Washington,
N. Y., two daughters, one Sandra E. ’65 (Mrs.
Fred E.) Brown, Hallowell, a brother, two sis
ters, three grandchildren.
1937 GEORGE HOLLAND MADER, 50, of
Rockville, Md., on Aug. 12, 1966, unexpectedly,
at his home. Native of Lynn, Massachusetts.
Mechanical engineer with U. S. Navy at Carderock, Md. World War II service Sept. 1941 to
Jan. 1946; Captain at discharge. Survivors: wife,
two sons, one daughter. Member Phi Gamma
Delta Fraternity.
1937 ROBERT OLIVER WITHAM, 54, of Los
Angeles, Cal., Oct. 12, 1966, in Los Angeles.
Systems tester for Hughes Aircraft, El Segundo,
Cal. Survivors: wife, four sons, two daughters,
sister, aunt. Sigma Chi pledge.
1937

.

1938 JOHN EVERETT BARNARD, 50, of
Somersworth, N. H., unexpectedly on Oct. 24,
1966, at Somersworth. Native of Eliot. Em
ployed at Janco Co., Rollinsford, N. H. Sur
vivors: two sons, three daughters, one sister,
three grandchildren. Member Alpha Gamma
Rho Fraternity.

EDWIN CHILDS, JR., 51, of Southing

ton, Conn., on Dec. 2, 1966, at Southington,
Connecticut. Native of Pittsfield. Employment
by Farm Security Administration and had en
gaged in farming. Survivors: wife, two sons,
three'daughters, two sisters, seven grandchildren.
Member Phi Mu Delta Fraternity.

1939 GEORGE EDWARD THOMPSON, 47, of
Prentiss, Aug. 15, 1966, at Millinocket in an
automobile accident. Native of Prentiss. Sur
vivors: wife, daughter, step-mother, two brothers,
three sisters. One is Eleanor I. ’31, Ann Arbor,
Mich., nieces, nephews.

1940 HAROLD CLARK BRONSDON, 48, of
Falmouth, Mass., on April 28, 1966 at Fal
mouth. Native of Dorchester, Massachusetts.
Manager of Grossmans Lumber Yard and store,
Falmouth, Mass. Discharged a Major in World
War II. Winner of two purple hearts, Combat
Infantry Badge, Presidential Unit Citation. Sur
vivors: mother, two brothers, William P. ’44,
Huntingdon Valley, Pa., and Howard C. ’49,
Casper, Wyoming. Member Lambda Chi Alpha
Fraternity.
1941 MAX GOPAN, 46, of Bangor, on Sept. 2,

1966, in Bangor. Native of Oakfield. Foreman
at Viner Shoe Co. factory, Bangor. Three years
U. S. Air Force World War II. Survivors: wife,
two daughters.
1941 DON LEMUEL MCCRUM, JR„ 47, of

Mars Hill, on Oct. 31, 1966, at Mars Hill. Na
tive of Mars Hill. Formerly a school teacher,
employed by Maine Potato Growers; at time of
death, a partner in the Weaver, Greenlaw, and
Nutter Insurance Agency. Survivors: wife, father,
step-mother, two sons, Martin L. ’66, Schenec
tady, N. Y., Daniel L. ’68, Orono, two daugh
ters, two brothers, one sister. Veteran of World
War II, U. S. Army, ETO Ribbon with 2 Battle
Stars, Purple Heart, Presidential Unit Citation.
Member Phi Eta Kappa Fraternity.
1947 EFFIE NUTTER PAGE (MRS, GER
ALD), 42, of Dexter, on Nov. 17, 1966, at Ban

gor. Native of Corinna. Served as Home Dem
onstration Agent, Southern Aroostook County;
past 15 years home economics teacher at Dex
ter. Retired two years ago because of poor
health. Survivors: husband, parents Fred J.
’50 (Hon.) and Mrs. Nutter, Hillsboro, N. C.,
two daughters, one son, one brother, Robert P.
’50, of Hillsboro, N. C., one sister, aunts, one
Gertrude Jones Nutter ’06, uncle, nieces and
nephews.
1952 RALPH CLINTON HAM, 37, of South
Berwick, formerly of Brewer, unexpectedly, on
Nov. 16, 1966, South Berwick. Native of South
Berwick. Former owner Kennedy and Adams
Insurance Agency, Brewer. Member of 100th
Maine Legislature. Lieutenant U. S. Army Korea
and Japan. Survivors: mother, wife, one son,
three daughters, one brother. Member Sopho
more Owls and Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
1953 MAJOR WILLIAM FRANCIS CALLINAN, 36, of Columbus, Ga., on Nov. 11, 1966,

in helicopter crash, in Viet Nam, in line of
duty. Native of Bangor. Entered U. S. Army
at graduation; assigned to 52 Aviation Battalion
as supply officer and pilot. Survivors: mother,
wife, seven children, sister. Member Phi Eta
Kappa Fraternity.
1953 RAYMOND DWELLEY BOWDEN, JR.,
38, of Old Town, on Nov. 6, 1966, in Old

Town. Native of Blue Hill. Teacher at Lincoln,
Greenville, Kittery: guidance counelor in Lime
stone. M.Ed. degree U of M 1954. Three-year
veteran World War II, Air Force in Japan
and Panama Canal Zone. Survivors: wife,
two children, grandmother, several aunts and
uncles, one Mervin Bowden ’25, of South Eas
ton, Massachusetts.

1954 ELTON CHARLES NISBET, 34, of Au

gusta, unexpectedly, on Nov. 22, 1966, in that
city. Native of Augusta. President and treasurer
of Maine Adjustment Service Inc. Survivors:
wife, two daughters, two sons, parents, one
brother, Jack L. ’60, Framingham, Mass., one
sister, three uncles, nieces and nephews. Mem
ber Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity.
1954 MISS OLIVE ERNESTINE SMART, 39,

of Old Town and Sebois, in Bangor, Jan. 11,
1960. She was a native of Sebois. Graduate of
Bates College 1941. School teacher. Survivors:
father, one brother, two nieces.
1955 MRS. FRED W. (EDYTHE PHILBRICK)
LIBBY, 56, of Hartland, on Oct. 18, 1966, at
Hartland. Native of Hartland. B.S. 1955; M.Ed.
1961. Teacher; Principal Campus School Gor
ham State Teachers College time of death. Past
president U. M. Alumni Teachers Association.
Survivors: son, F. Wayne Libby ’55, of Hart
land, two sisters, one brother, one grandson.
1962 MRS. MARJORIE SCOTT JOSSELYN,
58, of Lewiston and Deer Isle, on Nov. 13,

1966, at Boston. Native of Deer Isle. Graduate
Farmington State Teachers College. Master of
Education from Maine 1962. Teacher. Survivors:
foster daughter, one brother, Arnold Scott ’26,
Luguff, S. C., two sisters, one Mrs. William
V. (Mary Scott ’33) Bratton, Williamstown,
Massachusetts.

1965 ROBERT DALE FULLER, 24, of Lewis
ton, on Jan. 31, 1964, in Sabattus, in automobile
accident. Native of Lewiston. Four years U. S.
Navy. Survivors: parents, sister, brother, pater
nal grandparents.
1965 RICHARD GERALD OUELETTE, 23, of
Kittery, on Nov. 19, 1966, at Lyman, in a hunt
ing accident. He was a native of Rochester,
New Hampshire. He was employed by the Ports
mouth Naval Shipyard. Survivors: wife, Carol
(Moon ’65) Ouelette, parents, a brother, a sis
ter, an uncle, Arthur J. Ouelette ’50, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
1966 SANDRA GAIL BUDOVITCH, 21, of
Frederickton, N. B., Canada, Sept. 1, 1966, at
Ste. Rose du Degeles, Quebec, Canada. Auto
mobile accident. Native of Frederickton, N. B.
Attended University two years; B.A. degree
Boston University, June, 1966. Registered for
graduate study University of Winnepeg, Canada.
Survivors: parents, three sisters.
1966 LORIMER PHILIP MORRISON, 46, of
Skowhegan, unexpectedly, at Skowhegan. Native
of Boston, Massachusetts. Graduate Bangor
Theological Seminary. Pastorates at Newport
and Dover-Foxcroft; at time of death Skowhe
gan Congregational Church. Survivors: wife, son,
daughter, parents, brother, sister.
FACULTY
DR. J. THOMAS PEDLOW, 64, of Red Lion,

Pa., formerly of Orono, on Nov. 21, 1966, at
York, Pennsylvania. He was a native of Red
Bank, N. J. He retired professor emeritus of
Biochemistry from the University of Maine
where he was a member of the faculty for 29
years. He was a graduate of Rutgers University
and Pennsylvania State University. In World
War II he was a member of the U. S. Army
Sanitary Corps. Survivors include his wife, a
son, three grandchildren and two sisters.
LAW
1905 ADOLPHUS STANLEY CRAWFORD,
JR., 84, of Peaks Island, on Nov. 24, 1966, at

Portland. Native of Old Town. Served as person
al secretary to Maine’s third president, Abram
Harris. Candidate for Governor of Maine 1924.
Practiced Law at Fort Kent, Houlton, and Cari
bou before moving to Portland where he prac
ticed law for several years. Survivors: wife, five
daughters, two sons, many grand and great
grandchildren.
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The Bearces’ are spending the win
ter in Florida. We are both well and
enjoying life, in spite of age and
other unavoidable changes. During
the summer we enjoyed several calls with Win
Bearce’s widow, and their daughter, Allison
Allen. They spend their summers at Bristol.
Frank Bailey, of Plymouth, Mass., writes an
account of correspondence with former Presi
dent Dwight D. Eisenhower and Mrs. Eisen
hower. Frank had sent them a small specimen
of Plymouth Rock, and in turn received Mamie’s
autograph, with their “thanks”.
At Commencement time in June, our class
had four members present: Gotthard Carlson,
Gertrude Jones Nutter, Frederick Simmons, and
myself. Letters from others reported that they
were unable to be present: Roy Porter,
“Hoddy” Burke, “Squid” Hill, and Carolyn
Hodgdon Edwards.

/

60th Reunion

—

Thanksgiving ’66 has come and
gone but a number of family gather
ings on that day have been reported
to this column. Leslie and Edith
(Jordan ’10) Lord were at home in Old Town
with two of their sons and their families as
Thanksgiving guests. These included Francis J.
Lord ’34 and his wife Ruth (Kimball ’37) and
their daughter Linda ’64, Belmont, Mass., and
Moses S. Lord ’38, his wife Millie and son
Roger of Old Town. Phil and Rebecca Emery
and Elizabeth and Marion Talbot, Rebecca’s
sister, were invited to Wilmington, Mass., to
spend the holiday with the Emerys’ son James.
There were 14 of the clan around the table.
Alice Phillips was hostess to Mrs. Emma Love
joy,
her Hebron Academy classmate and
mother of Delmar and Kenneth Lovejoy, class
of ’28. In order to accommodate all of the Cobb
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From Dimon Merrill, a _ Century
Clubber: “The angel are very good
to me as the years speed by. They let
me do everything but fly. My wife,
daughter, and I divided two weeks’ vacation
last summer between Boothbay and Kennebunk
port, and the old Pine Tree State looks better
every year.”
Observing a golden wedding anniversary on
October were Mr. and Mrs. Amos Winters, of
Waterville. Mr. Winters retired in 1955 from the
Central Maine Power Co., for whom he had
worked as a design' and construction engineer
of stem power plants, for 40 years. Mr. and
Mrs. Winters have three children, one Gordon
’42 from U. of Maine, and two grandchildren,
one, Joan Winters, a sophomore at the Univers
ity.
Mrs. Lamb and I enjoyed a pleasant-and in
teresting October, visiting our son who is mak
ing a career of the Air Force, and is stationed
in Naples, Italy.
Once again may I ask all my classmates to
send me any item of interest, no matter what it
may be.

/

June 2 & 3, 1967

Fred Cobb, Marion, Mass., has a
new street address, 460 Front St.
Last summer spent a month at his
sons in Calif., and in August was at
his daughters in Lexington, Ky., for a few days.
He and wife were in good health.
Robie Mitchell, New York city, attended his
youngest son’s wedding in Detroit, Nov. 26.
The following day they flew to Miami to attend
the annual meeting of the Investment Bankers
Association to which he was invited, Robie
writes, “I am surely planning to be back to our
60th Reunion.”
Herbert Knowlton, Lakewood, Ohio, has a
new street address. 17920 Detroit Avenue, Apt
612. A “Thruway” confisticated his house. He
takes the bus to Cleveland 3 or 4 times a week.
Met a native (presume a Mainiac) and they
spend most of the day together. He was feeling
fine.
Elmer Cummings is now located at 130 Violet
Drive, Dania, Fla., for-the winter. Had a good
summer in So. Paris and did some surveying to
pass the time.
Arnold Totman, Winnetka, Ill., was hoping
to take a trip to New England to get some
clams and lobsters and then an auto trip thru
N. H. and Vermont to see the foliage. He no
longer drives a car and was depending on a
friend of his for the trip. He still keeps up his
walks of 1 1/2 miles each day which he enjoys.
Has general good health.
Charles Davis, Bridgton, said he expected to
take off for the South as soon as snow flies. Will
spend some time with his daughter in Conn.,
and then with sons in Endicott, N. Y. He did
not know as they would reach Key West as
usual. This summer he did much surveying.
Gordon Wildes’s son has located in Winter
port, so we will probably see Gordon at our
60th Reunion.
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family Will and Bell observed two Thanks
givings, No. 1 on November 12 and No. 2 on
the 24th. Not a bad idea! At No. 1 they were
the guests of the Brownes, Lucy (Cobb ’38) and
Paul ’39. With them were William Browne ’54
and his wife Caroline (Devoe ’64) and Robert
’65 and Julia (Love ’65) Browne and four of
the Cobbs’ grandchildren. Another grandchild,
Co-Captain of the Hall-Dale Football team was
on the campus with his team as guests of the
Athletic Association for the Maine—Vermont
game. Dinner No. 2 was enjoyed at the Jed
Prouty Tavern at Bucksport. Burton and Grace
Flanders ate their Thanksgiving dinner in Kings
land, Georgia while en route to their winter
mobile home in Bradenton, Florida. They re
port six beautiful days for the trip south.
Congratulations to Dr. Thomas W. Fessenden
—90 years old on December 20, 1966. Tom cele
brated the event with a dinner party at the
Oronoka with his daughter Eileen and the Gannetts as guests. Born at Fort Fairfield in 1876
Tom and his daughter live at 53 high St. Ban
gor.
Late last summer on a trip to Madison, King-

CLASS NOTES
field and Stratton we called on Miss Susan Wes
ton, a sister of Charles ’96. Robert H. Noyes
’26 and Mrs. Noyes, daughter of the late Ernest
Weston ’96, make their home with Miss Weston.
At Kingfield we called on Cecil French at the
Kingfield Inn where he lives since the death of
his wife Edith. The Inn is operated by Cecil’s
cousin.

The Henry Nashs have returned
early to Sarasota, Florida after a
pleasant summer at their home near
Brattleboro, Vermont.
The George Naumans left their Peterborough,
New Hampshire house for Phoenix, Arizona,
where they expect to spend the winter at Sun
City. They have had some illness this summer
but are better now. They went to Arizona by
air -and will take delivery of a new automobile
there.
The Jess Masons are not going to Florida as
they have done for many years. Jess has been
laid up in the hospital for several weeks with a
severe back ailment. Better now, but not good
enough to travel.
The Joe Gerritys are well and hustling as
usual.
Your Scribe started for Homecoming in
high spirits but on the way sprained his foot
so painfully that he turned back home from
Portland. A great disappointment.
Sympathy is extended to Ray Morrison in the
loss of his wife in February. They had been
married forty-six years.
With sadness I report two deaths from our
Class: Warren A. (Nick) Carter in Nobleboro,
and Irene (Richardson) Durgy in Waterbury,
Vermont. For details see the Necrology
Columns.
Editor’s Note: Fred Knight was named Rotarian
of the Week in the Rotary Club of Hartford,
Conn., according to the Nov. 28th Buzzer, a
weekly publication of that organization. Fred
was elected to Rotary at Fort Worth, Texas, in
December 1914, and at Hartford in June 1942.
A fine resume of Fred’s career was also included
in the article.
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I had a reply to my letter that was
sent to Harry Vickery and several
other classmates. Harry was a class
mate in the old Edward Little High
School in Auburn, where we spent 4 busy years
before going to the Univ, of Maine.
Harry had 3 children, 2 sons and one daugh
ter. His oldest son Milton was lost in the battle
of Layte in 1944. The second son is chief engi
neer of the Symplex Time Recording Co. in
Gardner, Mass, and has 4 children, two boys
and two girls all in school and college. Harry’s
daughter Jean is married to Albert Christensen
who is one of the scientists with G. E. at Valley
Forge in the Moon Shot Project. They live in
Phila. and have two girls and a boy still in
school.
Harry lost his first wife in 1934 and 15 years
later married Maxine, who trys to keep him
busy tending his roses and his shop work. She
works for the Shawmut Bank in Boston and
they still live at 15 Falls St., Lynn, Mass.
Received a letter from George “GAP”
Phillips, 17 Constitution Place, Groton, Conn.
He types a lot better than I do or has a very ef
ficient sec’ty. He was on the track team four
years and two years or more in baseball to
gether with a lot of other activities on campus.
A great guy in college, a successful railroad
man and a fine alumnus of Maine.
He started out shortly after graduation with
the Lehigh Valley R. R. in Buffalo and was with
them for 22 years. In 1934 he went with the
Lackawana in Hoboken and was with that R. R.
until he retired in Sept. 1959. “Gap” is a
strong believer in the railroad as the best mode
of transportation especially for frieght and 1
certainly agree with him on this score. George
and his good wife have an apartment in Groton
near two of their married daughters and the
third daughter lives in Hagerstown Md. They
must have a few grandchildren around. “Gap”
and his wife have been coming to Maine every
summer for many years principally to fish in
Moosehead, Grand Lake or other places.
Ralph Patterson is also a railroad man and
was closely associated with George Phillips
working for the same Lehigh R- R. for many
years. Ralph retired about 10 years ago and now
lives at III Francis St. Auburn, N. Y.
His son Ralph Jr. is with the Bethlehem Steel
Co. and Daughter Joan now lives in Phila. and
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her husband is with General Electric Co. Ralph
has 8 grandchildren and he claims that they
keep him busy.
Ralph has spent the last few winters in Fla.,
and hopes to go there again this year. He figures
that he will come to Maine next summer to
look up some of his relatives and friends.
A. B. “Rick” Richardson started in Oct. on a
trip to the Far East together with other mem
bers and directors of the “Civil Air Transport”,
on an inspection tour of the facilities at Bang
kok Tiawan. Seoul, Tokyo and other places. The
wives have been invited so they expect to be
away four weeks and have a very interesting
trip. Rick spent the summer at their place in
Owls Head.
Dean Harry Burden, of Medford, Mass., took
a 6-week tour of the British Isles this past sum
mer.
The following from the Bangor Daily News of
Nov. 29, 1966, under the heading, Fifty Years
Ago. “Ernest T. Walker, a graduate of the Uni
versity of Maine, is going to Russian Turkestan
to be in charge of an irrigation project in a
desert in the country.”
The Fred Nasons and son and wife, Toby and
Jean (Thompson) Nason, both of the Class of
1950, took a look at the Campus in August and
were pleased with the many changes since they
are all graduates.
EDITOR’S NOTE: We report, with sympathy
to the survivors, the sudden death of Mrs. Ray
mond Earl Davis, of Thousand Oakes, Calif.,
on Oct. 30, 1966, at New Orleans, Louisiana
also the death of Mrs. George D. (Jeraldine)
Bearce, of Bucksport, in late November, in
Florida. Mr. Bearce, came to Maine and plans
to return to Florida.

55th Reunion

June 2 & 3, 1967

On Dec, 4, a bonze plaque was un
/
veiled at the Orono CommunitySchool Library honoring our late
classmate, Arthur Deering. Arthur
served as chairman of the library trustees for
many years and was the guiding force in the
building of this library. The plaque reads. “The
Arthur Lowell Deering Study Room in Memory
of His Dedicated Service in the Development of
the Orono Public Library.” At the unveiling.
Mrs. Deering was assisted by Robert Covell ’44.
Chairman of the Orono selectmen; Don E.
Coates '60 M.Ed. Superintendent of Schoo's;
and Richard W. Gerry ’38, chairman of the
library board of trustees. An oil painting of
Arthur will be placed in the study room.
Capt. Rollins A. Seabury, Des Plaines, Ill.,
rated a news item in that town’s paper which
recounted his two years at Maine, and later at
the U. of North Dakota, where he earned his
B. S. degree, in public school music. He retired
in 1955 after 26 years as bandmaster at Roose
velt High School in Chicago. Rollie was here for
our 50th, and next June is our 55th. Rollie has
a wife, one daughter, and two grandchildren.
Hope you are all planning to see the Orono
Campus next June 2 and 3.

I have received one letter and that
one from Lois St. Clair of 2605
Cleveland Street, Tampa 9, Florida
which advised me of the death of
her husband, Melvin H St. Clair. In my “book”
Melvin will always be considered the outstand
ing Alumnus of the Illustrious Class of 1913.
Although a cripple because of wounds inflicted
during his service as a solidier in World War 1
he was a most enthusiastic supporter of all the
affairs of his Class and even though living in
Florida, he returned to important reunions of
his Class and seemed to enjoy these events im
mensely. In Florida he was a member of the
St. Petersburg Alumni Assoc, and with all his

handicaps his attendance at the meetings of this
Association up until recent months was almost
100% perfect. He was a member of the Ameri
can Legion and also the Disabled American
Veterans and the Bayshore Baptist Church of
Tampa. Loyalty to his Country, University and
his Class give us all who knew him a feeling
that our own lives have been bettered by the ex
ample he had set. To his wife and his sister and
other members of the family the Class extends
its sympathy in this hour of bereavement.
Another death should be recorded here, that
of another classmate, Raymond G. Foster
of Portland. “Ray” was an old chum of mine
and we entered the University on the same day.
Sept. 10, 1909. He left at the end of the first
year and became a draftsman for the Maine
Central R. R. and later moved to St. Louis, Mo.
where he was employed as one of the top
Draftsman for the Missouri Pacific R. R. In
the early 30’s he came home to Maine and be
came a most successful Salesman for Dow &
Pinkham Insurance Co. To his survivors go our
heartfelt sympathy.
On the back cover of the November Alumnus
were these words “We’d like to hear from you”
—please give it a little thought—best wishes to
you all for a wonderful Christmas and prosper
ous New Year.

Class secretary Harold Adams, of
Kennebunk, who suffered a stroke
some time ago is back at his home in
Kennebunk. He uses a cane and is
having therapy. He is improving. Mrs. Adams
(Margaret Holyoke ’15), has also been ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Libby
of Winthrop, ob
served their Golden Wedding anniversary on
Thanksgiving Day at their home with four
generations present. The Libbys have five chil
dren, 18 grandchildren and six great-grandchil
dren. Originally planned for November 8, the
real day to celebrate, the party was postponed
because Mrs. Libby was a hospital patient with
a broken bone. Frank, an attorney, was em
ployed by the state for many years in Public
Utilities. Now retired, he pursues a limited prac
tice.

Bub Fogler reports that he at
tended the annual Homecoming this
year as usual. He has missed only
two “Homecomings” since graduation. Bub supports the University in more ways
than one. His oldest grandchild graduated last
June and he has five other grandchildren who
are presently undergraduates. Of course all seven
of the Fogler’s children art Maine graduates.
Our class has certainly been honored, and
the University greatly benefited, by the generos
ity of our late departed member Miretta L.
Bickford of Hartford, Conn. This recently an
nounced gift of $126,000 from Miss Bickford’s
estate will be scholarship aid to a great many
students in the years to come.
Sympathy is expressed to our classmate,
Harry Titcomb, for the death of his wife,
Gladys, earlier this year.

/
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Lew Barrows has been nominated
as Executive Councilor from the
Sixth District (Penobscot-Piscataquis
Counties) to serve on the Governors

Council. Lew started his politcial career as a
Senate Page in 1907, and was Governor of
Maine for two terms 1937-41. In addition to
other offices held, he was Secretary of State
from 1935-37.
Class treasurer, Omar Edes, a Century Club
member himself, announces the addition by
class members of $3,176.00 last June to the
Class of 1916 Scholarship Fund.

50th Reunion

—

June 2 & 3, 1967

You will be hearing from Shep
Hurd before long in regard to plans
for our 50th Reunion in June. Sever
al of us met with Shep and Joe to
outline all the weekend events. Don and Frances
Crowell have invited the class for a cocktail
hour preceding our Friday night dinner. Wil
liam and I are repeating our last reunion’s in
vitation for breakfast in Orrington on Sunday
morning on your way to Shep’s in Searsport
for the lobster feed. It will be a bit too early
for much color in the gardens, except for
late spring bulbs, but we will enjoy having you.
Joe McCusker’s name was inadvertently omit
ted from the Century Club list in the September
Alumnus.
In the April issue of the Alumnus, I spoke
of the death of Dr. Henry Petersen, of Hous
ton, Tex., one of our most famous classmates.
I received from the Alumni office a copy of
the program of the Memorial Lectureship given
in his honor by Baylor University College of
Medicine on April 18th. The speaker was The
Right Honourable Lord Howard Florey, Pro
vost, Queen’s College, Oxford. He spoke on
the subject, “Man, Science and the Humani
ties.”
Ruth March Dolloff has retired from teaching,
and she and her husband Harland have bought
a mobile home in Sarasota, Florida. Ruth’s
daughter with her husband and girls, had the
interesting experience of spending the school
year in Jordan. Ruth’s son-in-law was a Fullbright teacher in the new Jordan University.
Linwood Pitman and his wife spend the
winter in Sarasota. Linwood has retired from
his occupation as a radio and television execu
tive in charge of promotion and public relations
for the Maine Broadcasting System, WCSHAM-TV, Portland, WLBZ-AM-TV, Bangor, and
WRDO, Augusta. They have two daughters and
a son, and five grandchildren.
Clyde Mower still lives in Dexter, although he
spends his winters in Florida. He is still “going
strong at the shop”, and active in town af
fairs.
Joseph Stephenson, although relieved of ac
tive responsibility for the production of PULP
& PAPER MAGAZINE OF CANADA, is still
Editor in Chief, and is writing a History of the
Canadian Pulp and Paper Industry.
I specially enjoyed George Hansen’s letter,
since his hobby is also gardening, and we seem
to enjoy the same varieties of plants. Beside a
vegetable garden, small fruits, and an orchard,
George plants 5,000 glads, and has a greenhouse,
where he has over fifty orchids, many of them
rare varieties. He has also been busy in more
community projects than I have space to men
tion.
William and I may leave for Florida after
Christmas. If we do, I shall take all the
Florida addresses from my class list, and try to
say hello to as many of you as possible. Mean
while, a very Merry Christmas to you all, and
please turn over a new leaf on January 1st,
and write me about your “doings”!
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Philip
Lown was
in the chemical
business until 1940l. “Instead of mak
ing ing
chemicals
I decided
to mike
chemicals
I
money.” So now he is in the leisure
business, making loafers, sales $4 million for six
months, Penobscot Shoe Co., in Old Town.
Fred Loring writes “I am a retired lawyer,
unmarried, and live with my sister.”
During a visit to Mount Desert in June I
found Mrs. John (Mae Caine) Parker at her
old home, a large house such as becomes a
task for one person alone. She used two canes,
from a broken hip. She spent all of her sum
mers at the family Somes Inn until it was sold
recently. She taught French in Conn, and at
Falmouth H. S. She was in grade school in
Bangor, and her folks moved to the “wrong
side of the river”, so she sneaked back on the
Bon Ton ferry to her old school.
She looked over my list of addresses and
came forth with “Swifty” was a live wire,
“Skinny” Turner was a good dancer”. She
raised a Bowdoin son and has 4 grands. Active
in league of Women Voters.
Abraham C. Fernaid was
daughter filled me in. She was
with M. A. in 1962. Mr. Fernaid was in Calais
with Unemployment Commission until W. W.
II. In Portland, he was with Internal Revenue
and the Racing Commission until 1965, when he
retired to the family home in Mt. Desert. He
had one son, one daughter, one grandson. Her
impression of his campus activity was
“Smokers”, with photos of groups with pipes on
the DTD steps.
Harry Ellsworth, also, was away, and his
wife, formerly the teacher in the little red
schoolhouse a quarter mile away, gave me the
dull (?) story of 2 years in service, and on the
farm since, in Farmington. He is with Eastern
States Farmers Exchange, now called Agway.
They lost a son in W. W. II, the other lives
across the street, but due to fire Harry’s kitchen
was decorated with toys of two boys and a
girl. His wife has been active in the Extension
Service.
The usual June gathering was Wes Evans,
Don Perry, Ray Atherton and Head, later
joined by Georges Carlton and Herb Lemont,
and all the wives except Ray’s and mine. Vera
Gellerson got from Florida to Portland and had
enough. Her husband (Albert Robinson ’16)
said she is normally healthy.
More of my trip saved for later.
x
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Plinn Dempsey, to me and many of
us “Pink” writes, “We are proud of
our daughter and six fine grandc h i 1 d r e n—one graduated from
U.N.H. and married, 2 others in College and
the other 3 not far behind. We had a wonder
ful month’s trip in February—over 2 weeks
visiting friends in Florida—left our car in
Tampa and flew to Mexico. We rented a car
and had 3 days at the Pyramids silver mines
and saw a good bit of the Country. Hope to go
again in 1968—the Olympics will be on.
Lloyd Douglas has written: “We have been
rather homebound this summer, but did take
time off to go to Maine in August for a more
or less sentimental journey, visiting old familiar
places as well as some new ones we had never
seen; Ocean Point, for a few days and some
lobster, and then on up the coast to Calais,
Danforth, (where we saw moose), and then
down to South Brooksville to recover from all
that driving. There we were well fed and re
gained enough strength to continue on to
Bethany for a short stay with our son.
En route we visited the campus and found
everything looking as beautiful as always.”
New address Dot Holbrook, Kemper Hall,
Kenosha, Wisconsin. In late September Dot
wrote, “As you- can see, from the above I’ve
finally left hospitals behind and am now “House
Mother” at this Episcopal Boarding School on
Lake Michigan. It’s the first time I haven’t been
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in a rush since I can remember and the change
is so nice. We are right on Lake Michigan and
1 see the waves and hear the surf right from my
room. I have twelve 7th Graders and they are a
peppy bunch, but I have a very nice sister on
the floor with me.”
Bob Averill writes, “Since ’59 we have been
spending all of our vacation time alternately be
tween Europe and Mexico. This year it was
Europe because I wanted to attend the Sixth
World Forestry Congress in Madrid. Venia and
I was delighted that is was being held there be
cause we are always glad to return to Spain.
We spent the remainder of our vacation in
Southern Spain and Morocco.
As for family news, I had better get it all in
as I probably will not get around to writing
again for another forty-six years.
We have two daughters. Sona, Maine ’48, and
her husband, Rev. Henry Wyman, Maine ’50
live in Ohio. They have two children. Ruth,
Lesley College ’53, and her husband, Richard
Smith, Maine ’54, with their three children live
in North Carolina.
I am looking forward to our fiftieth reunion
in 1970.”

Best wishes to you all for a happy,
healthful, and interesting New Year
from your class officers: President,
George Ginsberg; First Vice-presi
dent, Carroll Swift; Second Vice-president
Roger Castle; Class Agent, Wesley Plumer;
Secretary, Emilie Josselyn.
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45th Reunion

—

June 2 & 3, 1967

“The Charles Leslie and Helen
(Humphreys ’23) Eastman Scholar
ship Fund was established in 1966
by the friends of Charles Leslie
Eastman in recognition of his more than 41
years of devoted service as County Agent to
the citizens of Androscoggin and Sagadahoc
Counties. The income from the fund is to be
awarded annually to one or more freshman
students of rural or 4-H background and resi
dents of these counties who have been accept
ed for admission to the University of Maine.”
So reads the terms of the fund. Congratula
tions, Charles. Charles has retired from his
County Agent’s work in Agriculture, but keeps
busy making tapes for use on a radio
station in Lewiston-Auburn area.
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James W. Merrill and family of
White Plains, N. Y. are back in
Augusta after an absence of 22 years
and are the third generation to live
in the same house.
I had a most enjoyable and interesting time in
Spain and would recommend the tour to all of
you.
Correction! Someone got careless with a decimal
point in the last issue of the class letter. We had
$171.31 in the dues account and spent $17.52 to
have the class letter printed and mailed to each
of you. The balance now is $153.79, and $388 in
the gift account.
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Rev. Hilda Ives, Hon. Maine,
Bowdoin, Colby, and Wilson Col
lege, Pa., will be the first speaker
this fall, at the Women’s Parish As
sociation of the First Parish Church at Con
cord, Massachusetts, the is distinguished for
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her outstanding work in the church, the Faculty
of Andover Newton Theological School, as a
delegate to the Madras, India, Ecumenical Con
ference, and with the American Friends Ser
vice Committee in Europe. Her eighty years
are no deterrent to keeping busy. Those of us in
our sixties should take heart for another career
during our so-called retirement years.
Phillip Woods and spouse are enjoying relaxa
tion from his forty-one years of distinguished
service with the Bridge Division of the Maine
State Highway Commission. They already have
been to California, Hawaii, Prince Edwards
Island on trips.
Dr. David Jacobs, Harvard Medical School
’30, is professor of pediatrics at the Women’s
Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.
The Littles are temporarily in New York
from whence I write, wishing I were home in
Maine.
As a mother, I derived certain secret plea
sure from last month’s Alumnus when I saw a
column from the Portland Alumnae Association
written by Laura (Little) ’55, who is President
of the group.
Happy Christmas and an interesting, healthful
and busy New Year to you all is the wish of
CC and Bea Little.

Happily we welcome back to live
in Orono and vicinity the following
members of our Class: Alice Hill
(Mrs. Clayton) Hallock, of Cedar
Grove, N. J., Harriet Page (Mrs. Andrew)
Hume, of Millinocket, and Alice (Bunker) and
Mike ’26 Dowd, of Winn.
Ralph (Timmy) Brown, Bangor, was elected
treasurer of Penobscot County in November
elections.
Congratulations to Joe Murray on his Black
Bear Award presented at Homecoming. On the
U. of Maine faculty for 32 years, 21 years as
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, Joe
has recently returned to teaching.
Gus Gregory has headed for warmer weather
and the sandy beaches.
Walt Scannel wrote that his only daughter,
Suzzane, a bride, was living in Orono. We found
her only a stone’s throw from our house. She
is a graduate of Simmons. Her husband is with
Phoenix of Hartford in this area.
Lee (Reed) and husband Frank McDonald
’26, are spending the winter in the Lake Worth
area of Florida. Lee says, “We will be near the
Braves ball park, and Mac is planning on
buying a season’s ticket this year.” Frank re
tired from Highmoor Farm in Monmouth,
where he was manager for the Maine Agricul
tural Experiment Station. He and Lee make
their home at Owl’s Head.
Balfour Tyndall has retired and is living on
Holly Lane in Mattapoisett, Massachusetts.
Sympathy is extended to Helene (Douglas)
Daniels, and Mrs. Alton Keene. Please see
Necrology section.
As we go to press we note the death of
Philip Carroll of Southwest Harbor, in a Boston
Hopsital. Phil had five daughters, four of whom
went to Maine. Our sympathy to Mrs. Carroll.
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Diong D. Uong: of Leominster,
Mass. In September Dick and his
wife, Lilly, were presented with DAR
medals and certificates of American
ism citations during a program concluding Na
tional observation of Constitution week. Esta
blished in 1958, the awards are presented to
naturalized citizens who have demonstrated
outstanding ability following naturalization in
trustworthiness, service, leadership and patriot
ism. From 1926-1965 Dick was associated with
the Fitchburg Paper Company. When he re
tired in ’65 he was Senior Vice President in
charge of new products and development. He is
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presently Vice President in charge of research
and development with the Monadnock Paper
Mills, Bennington, Vt. and is President of
Fitchburg Paper Development Corporation. The
Uongs have five daughters, three of whom are
graduates of college, one a Senior in College
and the other a Senior at Mary Burnham
School. All five are outstanding students. Con
gratulations Dick and Lilly, we are proud of
you.
Sylvester Poor: In November Syl was named
Chief Engineer of the State of Maine Highway
Commission. He will be in charge of all
engineering personnel and be responsible for
carrying out the Commission’s program of high
way construction and maintenance throughout
the State. Syl helped to evaluate and establish
Maine’s federal-aids secondary highway system.
The Poors live in Augusta and have one mar
ried daughter who also lives in Augusta.

Albert M. (“Al”) Parker, Port
Washington, N.Y. on a trip to
Australia, probably heldI the smallest
U. of Maine Alumni Association
meeting on record. Fortified with Alumni addresses in Australia, he called Eva (Chase ’39)
Comber and her husband, the only Alum in
Sydney, and the meeting took place at the
Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron (Yacht Club)
on Nov. 6. “There were no minutes to read,
no treasurers report and no elections. We just
chatted, using the New England dialect, so we
would understand each other.” Incidentally,
Eva keeps very busy, and has represented Maine
twice, complete with cap and gown, at the inauguration ceremonies of presidents of Universities in Australia.
Mrs. George F. Dudley (Thelma Perkins)
served as general chairman of the annual “Holly
Day” Fair sponsored by the Williston Church
(Portland).
Russell M. Bailey is co-author (with Elizabeth
Murphy, ’30) of an article on Brock-a New Ap
ple Variety, published in the July 1966 edition
of Farm Research, the quarterly report of the
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station. The
new apple variety is a selection from the cross
of Golden Delicious and McIntosh made at the
Maine Station in 1933. Subsequent crossings of
seedings resulted in the Maine selection 7-492,
now released under the name of Brock, so
named for the late Henry Brock, a cooperating
apple grower in Alfred.
Often in the news are our classmates in public
service, David Stevens, Highway Commissioner
for the State of Maine presenting his department’s budget for the coming biennium; Matthew Williams as District Judge for the Piscataquis and Northern-Central Penobscot District courts, were recently mentioned.

/
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Barbara Johnson, teacher of English and Journalism in Portland’ High
School, has been appointed to a '2year post as Maine Chairman of Na
tional Journalism Education Assn. She flew to
Chicago in November to participate in the an
nual JEA convention and workshop seminars.
Dick and Sarah (Pike ’30) Gleason and fam
ily visited with Richard Gleason Jr. ’57, and
family in Santa Ana, California, this past July.
John Hall is teaching science at Stephens
High School, Rumford.
Roger C. Wilkins, Executive Vice-President,
was promoted to Vice Chairman of Broadcast
Plaza, Inc •> at Hartford, Connecticut. He is
also senior vice-president of the Travelers Insurance Co.

/
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Greetings for 1967. How about
letting me hear from you? A wel
come letter from George Barnes
brought me up to date on his career
and it sounds as if he was getting ahead well.
In the general election of Nov. 8 he was elect
ed a State Senator on the Republican ticket to
represent Aroostook County in the 103rd Leg
islature. Congratulations. He had just returned
from a week’s trip to Phoenix, Ariz., where he
attended the annual meeting of the National
Potato Council, as a director, At the meeting
he was elected vice president of the National
Council with headquarters in Washington,
D. C. George is also president of the North
eastland Hotel in Presque Isle and just retired
from a second term as president of the Maine
Potato Council. In addition, the family has
just moved into a new ranch type house. Daugh
ter Linda is teaching Home Economics at
Mars Hill and daughter Jane is a sophomore
at the University.
We extend the sympathy of the class to the
family of Vaughan Daggett who died Nov. 12,
1966; Ed Hunt who died in June in Adams
Mills, Ohio; Ronald Miller also in June in
Granby, Conn.; Warren Stickney in August in
Brooklyn, N. Y.; and to the family of George
Berry who died this fall. Many of us remember his wife, Ruth, who worked in the library
our freshman year.
Frieda Hatch Matheson and husband Murdock ’32 have retired and moved from Wal
tham, Mass, back to Castine where they have
purchased a large old house, vintage 1800, and
look forward to visits from old “Maine”
friends.
Jim White of Orono, president of Rice &
Miller Hardware Co. of Bangor was presented
an Alumni Activities “M ” award at Homecoming for service to the General Alumni Assn. He
is also an officer of our class and well deserves
the award for all the work he has done.
Frank McCann is president of the Southern
Kennebec Alumni Assn, and lives in Augusta.
Among the freshman sons and daughters of
Maine are Mary Condon of Lewiston, daugh
ter of Kenton and Madelyn Whitney Condon,
and Sally Walker of Houlton, daughter of
John Walker.

Trophy in hunter seat equitation for under 14
years presented at the Maine Horse Association
Banquet at Portland recently. As a result she
was featured in Sports Illustrated recent issue
in FACES IN THE CROWD.
Dr. Ermo Scott, President-Emeritus of Farm
ington State College and Honorary Member of
the Alumni Council has been elected Project
Director of the three-year New England Edu
cational Assessment Project. This is a coopera
tive project sponsored jointly by the six
New England state departments of education.
His office will be located in the State Depart
ment of Education, Providence, R. I., head
quarters for the project for the next three
years.

Erma “Mike” Budden is the
Executive Housekeeper at the Thayer
in Waterville. After 33
Hospital
years, Mike left Greenville to study
at Michigan State University, a course special
izing in Hospital Housekeeping. Good Luck,
Mike, in your new career.
Elmer Hodson is an inspector for Importa
tion Division of the Department of Agriculture
and lives at Mansfield, Mass. He has three chil
dren and five grandchildren.
Elizabeth Livingston Morse retired in June
1965 from Winchester (Mass.) High School af
ter 24 years as Librarian. She married Daniel
Morse the following month and she moved to
her present home at 3 Sanborn Place, Winches
ter. She is now enjoying “just being home”
and travelling around the country whenever and
wherever they wish.
Bernard Snyder is an electronics engineer
with the U.S. Air Force and is at present lo
cated at Dayton, Ohio.
Jane Goode, daughter of Don and Maxine
Goode is now a computer programmer at
S.D.C., Lexington, Mass. Jane graduated from
Maine in 1961. Becky, their other daughter,
class of 1966, is now the wife of Lt. John R.
Furnam, Jr. ’65, and is stationed at Tacoma,
Washington.
Mary Anne Sezak, daughter of Sam and
Ethel Sezak was the winner of state champion
ship and the Lisa Beth Galbraeth Memorial

Est. 1857. Chapel Hill is a girls’
school offering carefully supervised
College Prep & General Courses in
Grades 9-12. Applicants are accepted
from U.S.A. & many foreign countries.
An enrollment of 165 allows for small
classes, individualized attention. Al
though only 10 miles from Boston, the
45-acre campus offers a country atmo
sphere. Special classes in English for
foreign students, “How-to-Study” and
College Board Review are offered.
Also, Typing, Art, Music, Drama. Ex
cellent library. Social events are held
with boys’ schools close by, and ath
letic teams compete with local girls’
schools. An 8-week SUMMER SES
SION, Grades 7-12, offers credit in
review and new subjects. Riding, out
door activities. Pool.
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35th Reunion

June 2 & 3, 1.967

Last February, Bud and Ginny
Humphrey chartered a 52 ft. yawl
with friends and cruised the Virgin
Islands for two weeks; this Febru
ary, Bud and five other men are chartering a
52 ft. boat and cruising Windward Islands.
Brig. Gen. Wheeler G. Merriam has been
named dean of Student Services at Franklin
Pierce College. He has a master’s degree in
education from Harvard and taught for seven
years in Mass, secondary schools. During
World War II, he was commander of the 82nd
Armored Reconnaisance Battalion. He went to
Korea as chairman of the Armistice Commis
sion, and was decorated by the Korean gov
ernment for his voluntary work in youth pro
grams in Seoul.
Charles L. Puffer is lecturer in education
and educational coordinator in CED at the
University of Maine.
When you make out your budget for 1967,
be sure to include an allowance for our 35th
reunion in June. It’s not too early to be mak
ing plans for the big occasion!

/

A feature; article in the Bangor
Daily News in September had this
heading:
Practical Officer Heads
Engineer Department at St. Regis
Maine Plant in Bucksport. Stephen Barry is the
Plant Engineer.
John Bankus, Burlington, Vermont is Busi
ness Manager of Champlain College in Bur
lington.
Richard Millar is now Chief, Division of
Timber Management, Southern Region, U. S.
Forest Service. His address is 17 Kensington
Road, Avondale Estates, Georgia.
Fred Wiers lives in Edinburg, Virginia.
(Sorry, Fred, I gleaned your address from for
estry alumni letter, now how about some news
of yourself?)
Harold “Wease” Barrett, Harrisburg, Virgin
ia retired last December from the U.S. Forest
Service. He is now doing private consulting
forestry work and is employed by the Virginia
Division of Forestry.
Arthur and Beverly Forrestall visited in
Washington State, Oregon and Northern Cal
ifornia in June and July, a marvelous vacation.
George Scott, Presque Isle, was recently
elected a Representative to the State Legislature.
On behalf of your classmates, Dr. Monroe
Romansky, I extend congratulations and want
you to know that we are all most pleased that
our Alma Mater has honored you by presenting
to you the GAA Career Award.

/

A most welcome letter from Cliff
Ladd makes it possible for me to
have a column this month.
Cliff and his wife, Mary, a Farm
ington girl, live at One Woodland Road, Rock
land, where he and his brother, Ted ’39, oper
ate the firm of W. C. Ladd and Sons.
They have a daughter, Harriet Ford, living
in California (she graduated from Tufts and
her husband from Harvard), who has two red
headed youngsters. Their younger is a son,
Walter, who is attending classes at the Uni
versity of Maine in Augusta, waiting for an
opening at Orono.
Cliff’s business attachments are: Director,
Maine Bonding and Casualty Co., Central
Maine Power Co., Rockland Savings Bank,
Rockland-Rockport Lime Co., and Knox Barge
Inc.; Chairman of the Board, Knox Pier, Inc.;
Advisory Board, Depositors Trust Co.
During World War II, Cliff was navigator
of U.S.S. Shipley Bay, a small aircraft carrier.
Thanks so much for writing, Cliff. It was
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great to hear about your family and your out
standing career.
Mrs. Ella S. Alley lives in Malden, Mass.,
and teaches Home Economics at Browne
Junior High in that city.

Florence Kaminsky Lieberman is
a nutritionist, Div. of Maternal &
Child Health, with the State Dept,
of Health & Welfare. This busy gal
is also taking a course at the University this
semester. Her daughter Diane is a senior at
Bangor High.
Florence says that Lillian Harper Saunders
works in the Augusta office of the Maine
Dept, of Health & Welfare.
In July, Willis Pratt retired from the Oxford
Paper Co. after 20 years as Field Engineer in
the Construction Dept. On Aug. 1 he married
Bertha L. Baute, a retired nurse; has sold his
property in Rumford and purchased a home at
1321 Margina Ave., Daytona Beach, Fla. He
invites any classmate in the area to stop by.
Our best wishes to you both, Willis!
Donald Stewart, Milford, Conn., is president
of the Southwestern Conn. Alumni Assoc.
Oscar Taylor, Rumford, is president of the
Oxford County Alumni Assoc.
Charles Pressey’s daughter Christina of Ban
gor is at Maine this year; also Louis Morri
son’s daughter Susan of Sudbury, Mass.; and
Cliff Mansfield’s son, Clifford, of Melrose,
Mass.
All of you who have promised to write —
please do it now!
A note from George Cobb reports that he
and Arlene (Higgins ’36) have moved from
St. Paul, Minn., to 110 Loring Rd., Weston,
Mass.—and that it’s great to be back in New
England. George has a position as Vice Presi
dent of Marketing, Holliston Mills, Inc., Nor
wood, Mass. (President of the company is
Henry McCusker ’34). George’s and Arlene’s
son Ralph is married and with IBM in NYC;
daughter Cindy who lives in Pittsburgh is mar
ried to a lawyer and had a child last June; Jeff
is a senior at U. of Minnesota; and Marilyn
works in NYC. The Cobbs hope to visit the
Maine campus soon.

boss, is in management and sales engineering,
Haggett Eng. Co., Boston; son, Hugh, 23, Rens
selaer and S. Carolina State; son, Greg, sopho
more at Lehigh.
How about a New Year’s resolution to send
along any newsy Christmas cards of ’36ers for
the column?

/

Old faithful, Bob Burns, starts us
off with one of his delightful let
ters. He has just joined the ranks
of the proud grandfathers of ’36;
and also reports daughter Sarah has just start
ed kindergarten, Peter is Junior at FairleighDickinson, Alice Jr. freshman at Manhattanville.
Kenneth Chute, Washington, D. C., has also
reported in the grandparent ranks with a
grandson and a granddaughter this year.
Willard Hatch, Winchester, Mass., vice
president-treasurer of C. H. Sprague & Son
Co. is on the State Affairs Committee of the
Boston Chamber of Commerce.
Janet Wheeler Spinney has travelled afar and
can be reached at Apartado-6, La Victoria,
Araqua, Venezuela.
Gerald Beverage, Augusta, was recently
named for a three year term to the new Maine
Insurance Advisory Board.
Few notes from Reunion Questionnaire:
Leonore Dorr Wiley, California, has daughter
Diane 24 yrs., with 2 children; son Kenneth
in the Service, son Bruce, 18 attending Pierce
College, Los Angeles. Gertrude Murry, Bronx,
N. Y. is a technical services librarian at Iona
College, and has taken three European trips
and last summer went to Hawaii. Roger Hutch
ins, Arlington, Va. is an engineer with U. S.
Navy (Civil Service); daughter Dianne, 24,
Assisting Dept. Mgr., Woodward & Lothrop;
daughter, Devon, 21, at school in Paris,
France. James Haggett, Wellesley, Mass., own
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30th Reunion

—

June 2 & 3, 1967

Avery E. Rich was elected outstanding teacher of the year during
the University of New Hampshire
Centennial Celebration last spring.
His daughters Alice and Donna both graduat
ed from UNH and are married.
.

__
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Robert Cameron, executive director
of Denver (Colo.) Urban Renewal
Authority, was appointed as a
special consultant to the World
Health Organization (WHO) committee on hy
gienic quality of housing and urban environ
ment, at Geneva, Switzerland, Aug. 20 to Sept.
19. His wife, Lee (Farnsworth, Oberlin ’40),
accompanied him. Their son Douglas is a sophomore at Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, Iowa.
Bob has lived in Denver since 1947.

/

25th Reunion

—

June 2 & 3, 1967

Hope you all received Ralph Dale’s
'42
clever letter for Reunion and have
mailed in your biographies. A com
mittee, headed by Wally Francis, is
hoping for pictures, too.
Charles Vickery, Boston, Director of Vol
untary Services of the Unitarian Universalist
Service Comm., is responsible for their Summer
Programs. He recently visited several overseas
sites in Europe and Asia and traveled on his
own to Thailand and the Soviet Union.
Lt. Col. (Ret.) Philip Pierce is Chief of In
formation, Vocational Rehabilitation Adm.,
U.S. Dept, of H.E.W. Phil is the author of
A Young People’s History of the Marine Corps
and A Biography of John Glenn, Astronaut.
Bernard Colpitts, Chief of the Base Aircraft
Maintenance Div., Olmstead A.F.B., Pa., has
been promoted to Lt. Colonel.
Carl F. Davis, Assoc. Professor of Electrical
Engineering at U.S. Air Force Academy, Colo,
has been promoted to Lt. Colonel. He received
a Ph.D. in E.E. at U. of Illinois.
Donald McKay, Old Town, is Consultant and
Special Instructor, Pulp and Paper Instrumenta
tion, Dept, of Chemical Eng., U. of M.
Dr. Frank B. Hanson is Associate Professor
of English at Montclair State College. Frank
received his M.A. from U. of No. Carolina and
Ph.D. in Theatre History from Yale. He and
his wife (Beatrice Besse ’41) are authors of a
musical comedy that won a national fellow
ship award from ASCAP. The Hansons, who
live in Montclair, N. J., have two married
daughters and eight grandchildren.
Nat Crowley, Fort Kent, is owner of the
1966 Hoyt Cup. He captured this prized golf
award in an 18-hole final of this annual tourna
ment at the Edmundston, N. B. Golf Club.
Elizabeth (Ansell) Gatlin, Grapeview, Wash.
is mother of four, Mrs. Susan Fulmer, David,
USMC, Sam 17, and Peggy 5. Betty was a
WAVE in WW II and presently is running a
local branch library. Her greatest joy right now
is twin granddaughters!
Bill Hepburn, manager, Maine Timber Unit,
Diamond Int. Corp., Oakland, accepted a Tree
Farm Award from the Maine Hardwood Assoc.
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at its annual meeting in October. Bill, with son
Mike, 8, attended Homecoming.
Happy New Year! Let your number one and
two Resolutions be: 1. Send your biography
and picture to me. 2. Send a pledge or money
to Hirsh Garfinkle. June will be soon!

Congratulations to Marcia Mc
Carthy Brown for a beautifullydone job of handling class notes
during the past year, and a special
thanks to her for pinch-hitting for me on the
last column when we were in the midst of
moving.
A news item and photograph from the Newton
(N. J.) Sunday Herald of October sixth tells us
that “Mayor H. Grant Leonard of Andover
Township, chairman of the Citizens Committee
for Lockburner, served as toastmaster at a
dinner honoring Governor Richard J. Hughes,
Congressman Frank Thompson and Freeholder
Francis Lockburner on October 15th at the
Baleville Community Church hall.” Greetings
and congratulations to Mayor Bud Leonard.
Martin Scher of New York City writes that
his son, Peter, has applied for admission to the
U. of M. Class of 1967 in pre-law.
Ernest Hine of 10327 West Acres Drive,
Cupertino, California, is a Design Engineer in
the Space Programs Division of Lockheed Cor
poration. He is active in Scouts, Sports, and
Church work, and continues to enjoy the nearby
Sierras with his family.
On last August twentieth in St. Patrick’s
Miss Margot
Church, Newburgh, N Y.,
Petelinz became the bride of Mr. Donald Peter
Graves. Don is the handsome son of Joanne
(Solie) Logan and the late Bud Graves. He
graduated last June from Dartmouth College
Joanne and Jim Logan and their two young
ones, Jan and Derek, are now living at One
Riverview Terrace, Irvington, New York.
My husband, Chris (Yale ’41), resigned from
the family leather business he’d been associated
with for the past twenty years, and accepted a
position as manager of the Poromerics Division,
New Products Group, B. F. Goodrich Company
in Akron, Ohio. We and our two daughters,
Anne and Jeanne, are now living in this de
lightful, New England-like village of Hudson
and are thoroughly enjoying our new life
Please drop me a line here at 62 York Drive,
Hudson, Ohio, 44236, and let me know what’s
new at your house. Meantime, we wish one
and all of you the happiest, healthiest, and most
bountiful of years in 1967.
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Eugene D. Fairley has been pro
moted to purchasing agent at the
Great Northern Paper Co.
“Grandpa” Frank Gilley’s daughter, Judy is now attending the U. of Connecticut.
Paul Eastman has been appointed as deputy
commissioner of the State Department of Ag
riculture. Paul joined the department in 1949
and since 1957 has been director of the Di
vision of Plant Industry.
Received a letter from Alicia Corea (Coffin
’43). Her husband, Peter, is minister and she
associate minister at the hough’s Neck Con
gregational Church in Quincy, Mass. Peter is
also chairman of the Dept, of Psychology at
Emerson College in Boston. Their 15 year old
son, Bill is attending Milton Academy.
Dick Hale has joined the Forestry Dept, at
U. of Maine as ass’t. professor of Wood Tech
nology. Dick, formerly self employed as a
logging contractor and forestry consultant in
Lisbon Falls, has moved to Orono and plans
to be married in January.
Wonderful to have some “first hand” news—
why not let me know what YOU’RE doing?

It was nice to have a Reunion of
45ers with some of the members
who attended Carolyn’s wedding.
The Barkley Goodriches of Auburn
(young Peter is attending Hebron Academy this
year), the Bob Pattens of Cape Elizabeth, and'
the Bob Duttons and the Tom Allens of Port
land.
Congratulations to Bud Hale on his promotion
to purchasing agent at the Oxford Paper Co. in
Rumford.
Grace (Wentworth) King and husband Ed
are spending a sabbatical year in Australia
where Ed holds a temporary appointment in
the Dept, of Physical Chemistry- University of
New England. They plan to return to their
regular positions at Barnard College (Columbia
Univ.) in ’67.
Bill Lamprell was asked to return to the
State Dept, of Ed. as supervisor in Rehibilation
in Baltimore last April. This will allow him to
be more productive at his work as eliminate ex
tensive traveling, plus that daily 100 plus mile
round trip to Washington D. C.
Norm Moulton has left the Fryburg School
system and is now the new Supt. of Schools in
the Greenville area. We wonder if the lure of
the hunting and fishing had anything to do with
his change9
Marsden C. Hutchins has been appointed Re
search Associate in the Asbestos Fiber Dept, at
the Johns-Manville Research and Engineering
Center.
We are certainly proud of our classmates
who are “climbing the ladder of success” and
making their contributions to society. Let’s hear
from others of you who are doing the same.
We noticed other classmates who have off
spring in the class of ’70—The Claverie boys,
James and John (Mary Fogler and “Ham” ’43)
and Jean Connon (Priscilla Moore).
Please send us any news that you will gather
over the holidays.
Carolyn’s new address is, Mrs. Stephen D.
Russell, 408 Brighton Ave. Portland, Maine.
Alice (Maney) McFarland may still be reached
at the Osteopathic Hospital of Maine, 335
Brighton Avenue, Portland, Maine.
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No news is not always good news
—not to me anyway when I am
trying to write a newsy column for
the class. I would love to have some
news from you ’46ers.
The Stebbinses were in Orono for Homecoming this fall. It was a wonderful weekend.
We saw a lot of friends and visted with our
daughter, Martha, who is a freshman at the
University this year.
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20th Reunion

—

June 2 & 3, 1967

Anna Crouse has joined the facul
ty of Farmington State College as
instructor in the Music Dept. Since
1947 Anna has been busy teaching
(Bangor and Mexico), working with instru
mental and choral groups, and acquiring degrees
(Northern Conservatory of Music, Bangor and
N. Y. State University College, Potsdam 1963
M.S.). For 15 years she has been instructor in
brass and piano at the F.S.C. Maine Music
Camp. She has served as vice-president, presi
dent, and executive vice-president of the Maine
Music Educators Assoc, and currently holds the
position of All-State Festival Chairman. Best
wishes, Ann—specially from all us ATO girls.
Louisa (Bacon) Duffus sends word she is
teaching this year, Grade 2 in Gamboa (Canal
Zone).
Florence (Palmer) Butler writes from Kansas
to report that John (ASTRP U. of M. 1945) is
now Director of Freshman and Sophomore Eng
lish at Wichita State Univ.

... shadows many lives
One family in ten knows the tragedy
of having a defective child.

Almost 80 per cent of all birth de
fects can be treated — and often
completely corrected — if given early
diagnosis and proper care. This is
the kind of expert medical attention
provided at more than 75 March of
Dimes Birth Defects Centers
throughout the nation.
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Your contribution to the March of
Dimes helps finance more care,
more research to find ways to pre
vent birth defects . . .

. . . and hope for more families.

fight birth defects

JOIN

MARCH OF DIMES

Another change of address for Anna May
(Berry) Nelson. Now she and Rod are in Nor
folk, Va. Small world dept. Their son, Skiff, at
tends Northside Jr. High. And Anna said the
principal of the school is our Ray Rollins.
Ed and Marilyn (Tobie) Hayes mentioned
proudly that Edward, Jr. is a freshman at
Cornell Univ, in Ithaca, N. Y.
And Phil and Joannie (Ambrose) Shaw have
a boy, Peter, at Cambridge School in Boston.
He’s enrolled in the communications program.
Paul is at Bangor High.
Paul McGouldrick with an M. A. and Ph. D.
from Harvard is a member of the professional
staff of the Federal Reserve Board, Washington,
D. C. Paul lives in Alexandria, Va.

We
we may be
be lacking
lacking quantity this
month, but interesting; items we do
Headinn the colunm
c
have. Heading
is the
announcement that Merle Goff,
Orono, town mgr., assumed the duties of Bangor
City Manager on Dec. 1st. Merle has risen
steadily up the managerial ladder, having served
formerly in Portland, Boothbay, Brunswick and
Westbrook in various capacities. I’m sure all
join me in wishing Ruth and Merle success in
this new position.
Honors for having the newest arrival (at
least that has come to our attention) go to
Laney Carter Christie of Newport. After 3
daughters, one a sophomore at U of M, she and
Jim ’50 have become proud parents of a son,
born Nov. 6. One of the most interesting letters
came last summer from Donna (Welts)
Wagoner, but there just hasn’t been space to
share it before. What a unique experience she
and Howie ’50 are having in South America.
Home is a plantation situated on the UruguayBrazil-Argentina border. Last Thanksgiving was
shared with young Peace Corps volunteers and
Christmas was shared with Donna’s teenage
English students. Their summer vacation
(during our winter) was spent on the coast,
and in March the 2 older children, Howie and
Vickie, departed for English boarding school
in Buenos Aires leaving Bill at home. They can
be reached at CAINSA, Calle Buenos Aires
484, Piso, 4, Montevideo, Uruguay.
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Joseph P. Flaherty, coordinator of
the speech, hearing and vision program in the Springfield, Mass,
public schools was a lecturer at a
recent health workshop held at Westfield State
College.
Richard C. Rogers has been appointed vicepresident and general manager of John Carter
& Co., paper distributors.
Beginning in September, Chester E. Willette,
headed Farmington State Teachers College newly
approved program in the preparation of second
ary school teachers. Mr. Willette is State Super
visor of Secondary Education.
Cecil O. Lancaster recently became the town
manager of Kittery. He came to this post after
serving in Lincoln since 1965.
Joseph H. Cobb, public relations director for
the Maine Central RR, received the 1966 Golden
Freight Car Award of Merit for greatest con
tribution to rail freight progress.
All the Andrews are wishing you the Happiest
of New Years!
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Walt Sherman and family live in
West Palm Beach where he is em
ployed in the postal dept. Kit Carr
Lyons is co-director of the Little
Theatre School for children ranging in ages
from 8 through high school in Charleston, S. C.

'50
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Kit has been very active in the Theatre there.
A son, James Carter, was born Nov. 6th to
James and Laney (Carter ’48) Christie of New
port. Dave Nichols received his Doctor
of Philosophy degree from Ohio State and is
now ass’t. Professor of Education at Maine. H.
Lawrence Jenkins of Shelburne, Vt., has been
appointed manager-reentry vehicle subsystems
engineering at G. E.’s Missile and Armament
Dept. Rev. Elton Crossland has resumed studies
at B. U. School of Theology. Freda Gray-Masse
teaches voice at Colby and gave performances
in the South during a tour late in November.
Freda has presented recitals at Carnegie Hall
and Town Hall in N. Y. and has appeared with
many symphonies throughout the country and
world. Dick Tamm has been appointed manager
of the Hammond, Ind., branch of the Foxboro
Co. John Boynton is with the same company
and has been promoted to senior product sales
engineer at the home office. Another promotion
is that of Dick Spencer to vice president and
trust officer with the Merrill Trust in Bangor.
Dottie (Butler ’50) Marsden, Medford, Mass.,
has been appointed lecturer at the Eliot-Pearson
Department of Child Study at Tufts University.
She has been a student teacher supervisor and
teacher at the Children’s School at Eliot-Pear
son. This year she will be teaching in the
training program of Operation Head Start.
Irving and Dottie have four children.

Happy holiday greetings to all.
Would love to get a card from some
of you lost 51ers—telling me what
you are up to. My spies did write
me nice tidbits about the following classmates:
Lt. Col. Robert Rushworth has been awarded
the Exceptional Service Medal by the National
Aeronautics Space Administration. The award
is one of the highest peacetime awards. This
medal was presented for Bob’s outstanding
contributions to the nation’s space program,
both as a pilot and as an engineer in th X-15
project. Bob holds the altitude record for the
rocket craft of 54 miles, a feat which earned
him his wings as an astronaut. He held the
speed record of 4,018 miles an hour. He is at
tending U.S. War College at Washington, and
lives in Annadale, Va.
Neil Michaud recently resigned as executive
director of Child and Family Services of Lewis
ton. He will now direct the child and family
social service agency recently formed by the
Roman Catholic Diocese of Maine located in
Portland.
Robert D. Young of Belmont, Mass., has been
promoted to senior accounts administrator in the
Group Administration Dept, of the John Han
cock Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Alan V. Dickey has been named division
superintendent of the H.P. Hood and Sons coun
try receiving station at St. Albans, Vermont. He
and his wife Etta and their children—Glenn, 15,
Sylvia, 13, and Marsha, 9, live in Vergennes,
Vt. Charles Cosgrove, Jr. has joined Science
Research Ass., Inc. a Chicago-based education
al publisher, as a staff associate. He will re
present the company in the Northeast.
Thelma (Lord) Dombkowski is teaching
kindergarten through grade three at West
Bethel.
Dr. Robert K. Gould will spend the next 12
months assisting a Univ, of Vermont physics
professor making research investigations in the
field of high intensity ultrasonics. Dr. Gould is
taking a year sabbatical leave from Lafayette
College. The Goulds with their son, Scott, 4, are
now living in Burlington, Vt.
James V. Sullivan has been granted a leave
of absence from Univ, of Maine at Portland in
order to study toward his doctoral degree at
Boston Univ. Jim was athletic director and as
sociate professor of education; also he has in
vented a double-bridge football shoulder pad
and is author of several articles on physical
education.
Major Oliver N, Jackson, associate professor
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of Aerospace Studies at Miami Univ., Oxford,
Ohio, has been awarded the Air Force Com
mendation Medal. The Jacksons live in Oxford,
Ohio, with their five children.
Robert B. Vail, who is the College of Educa
tion Coordinator in the Continuing Education
Division and instructor at the Univ, of Maine,
was the speaker at the Waitsfield High School
graduation. He was a former principal of the
school. John E. Henchey of Presque Isle, was
elected vice president of the Maine Town and
City Managers’ Ass.
Mrs. Inez (Rockwell) Roberts is retiring as
principal of the Webster School in Orono,
after teaching in Maine more than 33 years.
M. Robert Barter married Miss Virginia L.
Ross of Akron, Ohio last June. Virginia grad
uated from the Univ, of Akron and attended
Univ, of Maine. Robert is town clerk of Booth
bay Harbor, and owner of Bob’s Photo-TV.
The newlyweds reside in Boothbay Harbor.

15th Reunion

—

June 2 & 3, 1967

Rev. Edgar M. Bailey has been
moved from Portland to Rangeley
where he will be the Rector of
Good Shepard Parish Church. Lt.
Cmdr. Frank Steele of Rumford is heading the
Seventh Fleet Public affairs program for Viet
Nam. Lt. Cmdr. Steele attended the Univ, and
then was appointed to the U.S. Naval Academy
by Sen. Margaret Chase Smith where he grad
uated in 1954.
Raymond M. Martin (known to ’52ers as
Romeo Mikalonis) has been promoted to man
ager of labor relations for American Motors
Body Plant in Milwaukee, Wis. The family has
moved from Livonia, Mich, to Mequon, Wis.
When we moved to Scituate, Karl and Faith
(Taylor) Burton moved to Southport, Conn.
Karl is now assistant to a Vice Pres, of Picher
X-ray Corp, in White Plains. Come back to
visit soon.
Patrick Davis was married to Verrelle Swan
son, in Nov. 4, at St. Andrews Church, Athens,
Greece.
Recently married were: Nancy Pike of
Bridgton to Mohamed Khaled Hehiaway of
Washington, D.C. Mr. Hehiaway, a graduate of
Cairo Univ. Cairo, Egypt, is attached to the
United Arab Republic Embassy. Emily Frances
Vander Stucken became the bride of Richard
Spencer. Mrs. Spencer attended Miss Fines
School, Princeton, N.J. and Wheelock College.
Richard is head of General Industries* and
Vend-Air Corp. We were sorry to hear of Al
Pfeil’s wife’s death this spring. Sympathy! is ex
tended to him and his four children on their
loss.
Visited Nancy (Knowles) Moore in her new
home in Pickpocket Woods, Exeter, N.H. They
were all fine and enjoying their pretty new
cape.
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Robert P. McLaughlin, who has
been Hallowell town manager for
live years, resigned his post in
December. He has accepted a position with the Syracuse Metal and Culvert Co.
Bernard Purington has purchased an accounting and tax firm in Chisholm. He will
continue to teach business education at Jay
High School, a post he has held for 13 years.
He got his M.S. from Auburn University in
1965, is married to the former Rolande Fournier
of Chisholm and is the father of five sons.
Albert F. Hackett was named assistant direc
tor of admissions for the U. of M. in November.
Al got his master’s degree in secondary educa
tion in 1959 and has taught and coached at Milo
High School and Foxcroft Academy. His most
recent position was that of submaster and di
rector of guidance at Schenck High School in
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East Millinocket. He is married to the former
Sharon Morrill of Milo.
Joyce Noble has been named to head the new
department of physical therapy at Rumford
Community Hospital. She has worked in her
field at the Children’s Medical Center, Boston,
the Pineland Hospital and Training Center, the
Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation, the Pine
Tree Society, two years with the Air Force as
a physical therapist at Loring Air Force Base,
and last year was with the Cerebral Palsy Cen
ter of Nassau County, New York.
Richard J. “Dick” McGee, has been promoted
to head coach of Bowdoin College’s varsity
lacrosse team. Last year he coached freshman
lacrosse, is also an assistant football coach and
conducts informal weight lifting classes as well
as physical education classes.
Wedding bells: for Hans M. Thoma and Miss
Virginia Freeman of Lunenburg, Mass. She is
a graduate of the Chamberlain School of Re
tailing in Boston. Hans is president of Profiles,
Inc., in Holyoke and is the owner of H.M.
Thoma Hemline Fabrics in Ware.
Mrs. Beverly Finney Nielson was married
this summer to Charles R. Aker of Lexington,
Mass. Beverly has been employed in the office
of Dr. Joseph B. Earnhardt, Westbrook. Her
husband is employed in the transportation de
partment of Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, Lincoln Laboratory. They are living in
Bedford.
Mrs. Helen Strong Werner, dean of students
at Springfield College, was wed in June to
George T. Hamilton, manager of the Appala
chian Mountain Club, Pinkham Notch N.H.
They are living in Hopkinton, N. H.
And finally, a baby boy, Christopher Claude,
was born June 5 to Mr. and Mrs. Claude (Ann
Twombly) Bonang of Brunswick.

Maj. Thomas Fallon has reported
for duty as the sub-sector advisor,
Khanh Hoa Sector, Army of the
Republic of Viet Nam.
George and Valerie (Kewley) Weiland have
moved to Hampden from Savannah, Georgia.
“Bud” has accepted the position of forestry
engineer for the Dead River Co., of Bangor.
William Zoidis has been elected president of
the Maine Restaurant Association.
Ed Bogdanovich has been promoted to head
coach of track at Portland High School.
In June, 1967, Mrs. M. Ruth Fogg will have
taught school for 39 years; 30 years in Maine,
nine in Connecticut.

Your phantom reporter had a
note from Dons (Martel) Piatak,
who writes that the family has
moved to 1121 State Street, De
Kalb, Illinois 60115, where her husband, David,
has accepted a new position as assistant pro
fessor in the Chemistry Department at Northern
Illinois University. “I’m doing a little substitute
teaching and keeping busy tending our three
children, Ruth (December 10, 1960), Stephen
(February 3, 1962) and Jean (February 18,
1963).”
Joe and Karen Di Giovanni welcomed a little
girl on October 8. She is their fourth offspring
and his parents 50th grandchild. Joanne, 7,
Mark, 6, and Barbara Jean, 5, share the spot
light at 80 Hillside Terrace Extension, Belmont.
Massachusetts 02178. Joe is in the real estate
and general contracting business with his
brothers. He adds that he sees Sal Scarpato,
who lives in West Newton, Massachusetts, and
“Gunner” Fraser, teacher at Silver Lake Re
gional High School, Kingston, Massachusetts.
After graduation from the U. of M., Walter
Mattson went to Carnegie Institute of Tech
nology for some graduate work and to North
eastern University for an electrical engineering

degree. With the New York Times for six
years, he was production manager of its West
ern edition and has been production manager
of the N.Y.C. operation for the past three
years.
7
Freeman Brewer, a former teacher-coach at
Orono High School, has been appointed prin
cipal of the new high school in Caribou.
Other new positions include Richard Wong’s
advancement to controller for Raytheon Com
pany’s manufacturing facility at North Digh
ton, Massachusetts, and Karl McKechnie’s pro
motion to the level of supervisor in the Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Kwajalein Field Sta
tion, Marshall Islands.
I understand that James Sucy is president of
the Rochester, New York, Jaycees, a group of
over 1,100 members and the largest such group
in the country or the world. He works for East
man Kodak Company in the Technical Training
Center and lives with his wife, the former Anna
Pelletier, and their five children at 1575 Latta
Road, Rochester, New York 14612.
Richard Crommett received The Distinquished
Service Award for his outstanding leadership in
Community Affairs at the Orrington Jaycees
Fourth Annual Awards banquet last January 7.
He is technical service director of the Standard
Packaging Corporation’s Eastern Fine Paper and
Pulp Division, Brewer.
We might note that Neil G. Clarke is a
technical administrator at the same mill.
The appointment of Gilbert Philbrick to the
athletic staff at the U. of M. was announced by
President Erwin Young last June and became
effective this fall. He is an instructor of physical
education and freshman basketball coach as well
as assistant trainer. “Gib”, a Marine Corps
veteran and married to the former Jody Russell,
Rangeley, has three sons, Jack, Tom and Burt.
He coached basketball at Clinton High School
for three years and at Stephens High School,
Rumford, for several years. Before his appoint
ment, he was director of physical education and
basketball mentor a Windham, Connecticut,
High School.
Gregory Edward Guernsey rang the doorbell
at 65 Second Street, Bangor, on November 8.
His host and hostess are Mr. and Mrs. Edward
E. Guernsey, Jr.
Farnham (Bud) Folsom is the newest addi
tion to the sales staff of Coe Chevrolet,
Augusta. The Folsom clan—Bud, Patricia and
their five children—lives at 4 Maple Street,
Augusta, where be was associated with the local
YMCA for several years and operates the Fol
som Brothers Day Camp. Lately, he has been
the director of the Augusta-Gardiner area Com
munity Council Neighborhood Youth Corps.
U. of M. School of Law
Wakine Tanous, an attorney-at-law, has
been named a member-at-large, Katahdin Coun
cil, Boy Scouts of America.
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Richard and Kay Mosher have
added a new son, Andrew Bernard,
to entertain Jo Anna, 9, Belinda, 6,
and Richard, 3. “Abe” is a math
teacher at Hinkley School.
Ron and Barb (Ilvonen) Linquist, Houston
Texas, also added child number four—Douglas
Hill—who’ll be one in February.
David and Pam Trask (we traveling Thomas
two met at Lincolnville Beach this past August
quite by accident) recently moved into their
new home at Lawnview Lane, Montpelier @
Laurel, Md., and would love to hear from old
Friends and classmates. On this same late sum
mer trip, Ben and I found the ‘Mayor of
Isleboro,’ Donald Pendleton, cheerfully tending
store while wife Nancy watched over Donald
Roderick, 10 months. Don said over 80 attended
the class lobster feed and picnic he so willingly
put on for reunion time. I’m sure there will be
twice that number if Don offers again. Thanks,
sir, for all your good efforts. Reunion was best
because you were there.
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What’s
medicine?
Uterine
cancer
now
almost
100%
curable
Today almost any woman with
uterine cancer can be com
pletely cured if the cancer is
detected in its early stages.
A quick, painless examination
called the “Pap” test can save
your life, and should be part of
your annual checkup.
Last year, 14,000 women died
of uterine cancer, most of
them needlessly,' because they
were “too busy,” lacked the
necessary knowledge
or simply waited too long.
Pick upyour phone and
call for an appointment
with your doctor today.

American cancer Society

Capt. N. O. Newcomb, fresh back from
Germany, had time for a brief rest and to
settle the family in Lisbon Falls before heading
for his new duties as a rifle company com
mander in Viet Nam (B Co., 1st Battalion, Sth
Cavalry.)
Another reunion Buddy, Kenneth W. Tryon,
Livermore Falls, is now with the Engineering
Dept, of International Paper, L. F. Division.
William H. & wife Jean (Porter ’57) German
are now in Mendocino Nat. Forest while Bill
does some forest staff work on near by proposed
large water developments.
Mary Jane (Renfro) Cline has joined the
faculty of Mt. Vernon (N. Y.) School of
Nursing. M. J. to lecture in the field of nutri
tion & Diet therapy while children Margarie and
John attend school. Yonkers is still home
address.
Carl Kirpatrick and the Mrs. celebrated their
25th Anniv. recently at So. China. Carl’s with
the State Dept, of Education while his wife is
a claims rep. for the S.S.A. in Augusta. They
are the parents of John, Gordon, and Mary.
Stanley D. Furrow is a loyal U. of M. all
the way. Receiving his M.S. in ’62 and his
Ph.D. in ’65, Stan is now an Asst. Prof, of
Chemistry at the Orono campus.
The O. Kendall Bemis family, Malone,
N. Y. is busy. While Dad (M. Ed. from Platts
burg State U. ’66) is vice principal of the local
junior high school, Mom Gret is tending—Gor
don, Pamela, Barry, & Linda. A special invite to
all friends was sent along the way by the Bemis
gang.
Capt. Lester and Jane (Sweet ’57) Fogg Jr.
with sons John, 7, David, 4, are in Germany.
Les received the Army Commendation Medal
for meritorious services as a test officer at
Fort Bliss.
Stuart P. Haskell Jr. has once again become a
familar face on the Orono campus. Stu has be
come business manager for inter-collegiate ath
letics. \
Normand R. Roux has assumed his new duties
as the Southwest District sales manager by the
Paramins Division of Enjoy Chemical Co. (a
divisionary of Humble Oil and Refining.)
Rolando Miranda formerly in Puerto Rico, is
now in Plattsburg, N. Y. with the Georgia-Pa
cific Products Division. He and Mary (Mitchell)
have two children. Clayton Dodge, Asst. Prof,
of Math at the Univ., has authored a new text
book (pub. by Prentice Hall) “The Circular
Function.” The dedciation reads “To Mom: In
fond memory of... peanut butter soup.” Hay
nes E. Hussey, always a busy Augusta man, and
wife Anne and their family reside on Cony Hill.
Haynes’ many activities include the chairman
ship of the Mayor’s Elementary Education
Building Study Committee. Haynes can usually
be found at Hussey’s Hdware esp. during the
busy Christmas season. This leads your corre
spondent to say Merry Christmas to all and a
good season to drop this lady a note to keep
her posted on all the family doings. Your latest
news will find its way into the column in the
coming issues.
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BEST WISHES FOR A HAP
PY NEW YEAR TO ALL!
John Ricker is now with the Ox
ford Paper Company in Rumford.
Dick Harris, Jr. is with the accounting firm of
MacDonald, Page, Stafford and Strout in Port
land.
Kent Groote has been named managing editor
of ELECTRONIC PROGRESS, Raytheon Co.’s
technical journal. Before going with Raytheon,
Kent worked for the United Nation’s radio
communications network in the trust territory of
the Pacific. Kent, Lois (Kelly) and their chil
dren are living at Walpole, Mass.
Sterling Huston is with the Billy Graham
Evangelistic Assoc, working on Advance Pre
paration of city-wide crusades. His position is
Crusade Associate.
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Ed Damon, a news editor at the Boston
Traveler, is now a part-time lecturer in Journal
ism at Boston Univ.
Dick Offenberg became Dean of Students at
Temple University, Ambler Campus, Ambler,
Pa. in Sept. He was formerly Assistant Dean of
Students at Springfield College.
Howard Jackson was promoted to papermill
engineer with Spaulding Fibre company’s No.
Rochester, N.H. plant.
Cliff Hammond is engineer and production
manager for O. K. Champion Corp, in Ham
mond, Ind. He lives in Highland, Ind.
Tom Longfellow is the new area director of
the Washington County Work Experience and
Training Program, State Health and Welfare.
The program is designed to help unemployed or
underemployed people get training and coun
seling to enable them to improve their lot
economically.
Prof. Kenneth Hall has been appointed as
sistant professor in the Univ, of Conn. Poultry
Science Department. He will teach and do re
search. Ken, his wife, and three children live
in Storrs.
Adrah (Loring) Rand writes that she, hus
band Jim, and their two boys are living in
Calif. Adrah is a full time student at Univ, of
Calif., a senior majoring in sociology and minoring in Education. Jim ’54, is with Raytheon as a
principle engineer. Adrah hears from Jill Man
gan who is still in Washington, D. C. as a
nurse. The Rand’s live in Santa Barbara.
Fred Newhall is with AT&T as the account
manager for large insurance companies. Janie
(Dudley ’58) writes that Fred is actually on a
never ending training program. Still he has time
for membership in the Conn. Opera Group in
the chorus. Jane is busy with their two children
and their home in Colchester, Conn. They oc
casionally see Dave Marston and his wife,
Sally, who live in Old Greenwich, Conn.
The Class of ’57 Scholarship has gone to
Carolyn L’Heureux ’68. The choice was made by
the University Committee. If you remember, a
scholarship committee was made up of members
of our class to do this and survived until 1964.
Meanwhile, Eben DeGrasse, 30 Knollbrook Rd.
Rochester, N. Y. 14610 is formulating plans for
our 1967 Reunion—OUR TENTH!

Born November 10th at 12:44
p.m., weighing 8 lbs., 11 oz. to
Jane and Leo Lazo was a daughter,
Valerie Jane. Mother, daughter, and
father doing fine. Needless to say we are very
pleased and happy.
Allen P. Whitmore is an Associate Professor
of English at Dubuque Univ., Dubuque, Iowa.
Allen who received his MA from Maine and
taught at Johnson State College in Vt. received
his Ph.D. from the University of Colorado in
June and is married to the former Katherine
McFadden.
Received a long letter from Kathleen Gooch,
7 months old daughter of Frank and Ellie
Gooch. She tells me that Frank is now working
for Celebrity Inc., of New York handling travel
and boudoir accessory lines in department stores
in Penn, and Ohio. Frank, Ellie, Mike, Pattie,
Margaret, Timmie, and Kathleen are now re
siding in North Olmsted, Ohio having moved
from Pittsburgh in June where Frank was presi
dent of the Maine Alumni Assoc.
Molly (Inman) Nagle writes that she and
Bob, Arthur and Kenneth are now living in
Swanzey Center outside Keene, N. H. Their
address is Cresson Drive, RFD#1 Keene. She
tells me that Jill and Bill Eustis and 3 children
are living in Keene and that she has seen several
former U of M—ites.
A note from Madeline Plaisted tells of her
marriage to Robert F. McTague, Jr. of West
field, N. J. on September 2nd. Madeline is
teaching science at North Plainfield High
School, and Bob is a field service engineer for
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the Electronic Data Processing Division of
Honeywell. Their address is 37 Grove St., North
Plainfield, N.J. 07060.
Barbara (Hasey) Andrews writes that she,
Tom, and Scott 8, Tommy 5, and Mark 3 will
be at 45 Montgomery Ave. in Waynesburg, Pa.
15370 where Tom will be professor of Psycholo
gy and Counseling at Waynesburg College. Betty
(Boyson) Tacy writes that they have a new
addition to the family, Stuart Tacy, Jr. He joins
Betty, Stuart, and his sister at 33 Holiday Road,
Englishtown, New Jersey. Thomas W. Larkin,
Jr. of Perry Road, Hampden, has been ap
pointed a career representative of the Bangor
general agency of the National Life Insurance
Company of Vermont. The Larkins have two
daughters, Cynthia Louise 8, and Cheryl Ann 6.
The engagement of Gail A. Williams of Arcadia,
Calif, to Robert W. Hartop has been announced.
Bob is employed by the Jet Propulsion Labora
tory where he is a senior engineer specializing
in deep space communications.
Winthrop R. Richards is residing at Bradstreet
Lane, Topsfield, Mass. 01983. Married in Port
land was Norman R. Marshall to Patricia J.
Pistaki. They are making their home in Ports
mouth, N. H. where Norman is a Naval Archi
tect Technician with the Naval Yard. Richard
P. Marshall was married to Bonnie L. Edge
comb in June. Dick in a math teacher at Bidde
ford Junior High. Kay Barrios became the bride
of Daniel Webster, Jr., in a candlelight cere
mony. They are making their home in East
Winthrop where Dan is employed by the State
Highway Commission in Augusta. Charles
C. Goodwin of the Riegel Paper Co.
was chairman of a session of the Technical As
sociation of the Pulp & Paper Industry held in
New York this September. Dr. Shwang Hsia
has been appointed Senior Scientist in the Re
search Department of the Plastic Coating Corp.
Dr. Hsia received his Ph.D. in Chemistry from
the Univ, of Delaware and resides with his
wife, Mei-hsien Teng and their 2 children at 77
Pine St., South Hadley, Mass. John Robert
Metcalf arrived Nov. 4th at Monterey, Calif.,
joining his Mom and Dad, Bob and Maryjane
(Harris) Metcalf. L. Richard Pelletier of
Endwell, N. Y. has been appointed a staff
engineer in Manufacturing Process Development
at IBM’s Electronics Systems Center in Owego,
N. Y. The Pelletiers have 3 sons, Scott, David,
and Michael. Thomas F. Hickey (has been ap
pointed an education and cultural affairs of
ficers with the U. S. Department of State. Tom
will be responsibile for planning programs in
the N. Y. area of official foreign guests of the
U. S. government. Roger Legare took as his
bride, Nancy A. Pipa, on Sept. 17th. They will
reside at 23 Gerald Terrace, Fairfield, Conn,
where Roger is a tax accountant with PitneyBowes in Stamford. The engagement of Robert
W. Hartop to Gail A. Williams is announced.
Bob is employed by the Jet Propulsion Labora
tory in Pasadena where he is a Senior Engineer
specializing in deep space communications.
Robert S. Burnell took as his bride Elizabeth
B. Bannon on Nov. 12th. They will reside in
Plaistow, N. H. Fourth child and second son,
John Howard Day, was born October 14th to
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Day (Connie Brow).

As the years since our graduation
increase it seems that correspond
ence and news briefs decrease.
Won’t you please drop me a line
with any news of yourself or others.
Congratulations to Kenneth Curtis, the newly
elected governor of Maine. Ken is a classmate
who received his L.L.B. degree at Portland Law
School.
Jan Adlmann has been appointed visiting
lecturer in the Arts Department at the Uni
versity of Colorado. Jan received his masters
degree from N.Y.U. and is now a doctoral
candidate at the University of California. Since
graduation from Maine, Jan has studied at the
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University of Vienna and the Free University
of Berlin.
Paul Orcutt has been appointed to the posi
tion of Tax Technician with the Internal Rev
enue Service.
Wayne and Gerry (Merrill) Rankin are now
residing in Gardiner while Wayne has joined
the staff of Townsend, Dabney and Tyson in
Augusta. They have two children, Cathy and
Wayde.
Rosie (House) Frutchey and husband, Frank,
announce the birth of a daughter, Susan. The
Frutcheys are now living in Thailand.
Janies and Eula (Morris ’61) Bousefield re
cently represented the U of M at the Inaugu
ration of Albert Pugsley as President of
Youngstown University.
Dr. Stanley Clement of East Weymouth,
Mass, has been named Director of the Division
of Professional Education at Bridgewater State
College. He received his M.A. degree while at
Maine.

The best of everything to you in
the new year of 1967. If you have
a minute drop me a note and let me
know of your whereabouts.
Dick and Carol Jones are in Mountainview,
Oregon where Dick is a Research Psychologist
at Oregon Research Institute. They have a boy,
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Brian, born March 9, 1965. Born March 22,
1966 was Richard Sidney Stockwell to Cleta
and Mike Stockwell of Kirksville, Mo.
Honora Samway is now residing at 2727
Arizona Ave., Yuma, Arizona where she is
teaching the sixth grade. Bud Ochmanski,
Bloomfield, Conn., writes that the first student
to win the Class of 1960 Scholarship was
Judith M. Lombard, Class of 1966. Bud is
teaching in Bloomfield and was recently elected
President of the Bloomfield Educational Asso
ciation.
Paul H. Lehman and Lili Ann Bender were
married in September. Paul is a Research
Physicist in the Atomic Power Lab, Westing
house Corp., East Pittsburg, Pa. They are liv
ing in McKeesport, Pa. Barbara Munn was
married in October to John Olsson, Jr., who is
a member of the US Navy and assigned to the
USS Bancroft. Joan DiNardo of Worcester,
Mass., was recently married to Al Cumming
who is presently Principal, Ashland High
School.
Joyce Letourneau of Lewiston was married
to Robert Ouellette who is a Systems Engineer
for IBM at Portland. Fred Pierce was the of
ficial delegate for the U. of M. at the inaugu
ration of the new president of Drake Univer
sity in Des Moines.
Fred and Judy (Stevens) Hill are at 3312 W.
88th Street, Bloomington, Minn. They wel
comed a new son last Spring. They now have
two sons, Scott and two year old Steven. Aus
tin Wilkins and wife, Sylvia, are located in
Cranford, N. J.
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As this will reach you after the
holidays, let me wish a belated
Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year to all of you.

MARRIAGES

Nancy Rich and Luke Marbury (Harvard
’58, U. Va., Law ’61) were married on August
6, 1966 at Berlin, N. H. ’61ers at the wedding
included Jo Good, Hank Sheppard and Lois
(Hamilton) Tourangeau. They are now living
at 3800 Canterbury Rd., Baltimore, Md. 21218.
Luke is practicing law and Nancy is teaching at
the Park school.
NEW ARRIVALS

In January, 1966, a daughter, Kimberly Lois,
to the Clifton Hammonds; Clifton ’57 and
Sandra (Hardy) are living in Highland, Ind.—
A son, Mark Pilgrim, to David and Lois (Ham
ilton) Tourangeau on Oct. Sth.—Judy (Hickey)
Terry, husband, David, and year old son,
Christopher are living in Key West, Fla.—Nan
cy and Danny Bridgham are living in Caribou.
Danny is an engineer with the Birdseye Com
pany. They have two children, Davy, 3 and
Debbie, 1.—Gerald and Brenda Dow are oper
ating a dairy and potato farm with helpers
Paul, 4 and Deidra, 3.—The John Lynn’s latest
addition came in March. Kenneth Allen joined
Michael, 5 and Katherine, 4.
WHO, WHEN AND WHERE

Dave Baribeau is Personnel Manager for
Sears Roebuck at their Mondawmin Mall Store
in Baltimore. Dave lives at 6822 Townbrook
Dr., Balto., Md. 21207.—Walter P. Lawrence is
an associate at the Planning Research Corpora-
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tion Paris, France, office—Dick Partridge writes
that he is still single and working for the Bu
reau of Taxation as a Property Assessment Ad
visor, in Augusta. Dick writes that Ron Cotton
and wife, Sylvia are spending November in Au
gusta before Ron leaves for Vietnam. Ron has
been promoted to Captain (Engineer Corps)
and is a career officer.—Charles and Jeannine
(Macomber) Chapman have two sons and are
living in Va. Bch., Va., where Charles works
for the Federal Government as a Technical
Representative.
Mike Needleman is a sales representative for
F. B. Rogers Silver Co. Dallas, Tex. Mike was
married this fall. His wife is a registered stock
broker and will have a position with a broker
age house in Dallas.

5th Reunion
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Our reunion coffee at Homecom
/
ing in October was very well attend
ed (nearly 50) and everyone who
was there looked great AND prosperous! Returning ’62ers and their guests were
Jeanie (Elliott) and David Warren, Nellie
Gushee, Mary (Labbe) and Paul Delecto,
Ronald and Trudy (Chambers) Price, Jeff and
Peg (Boothby) Lyon, Joan Sullivan, Douglas
and Susan (McNeary) Skillin, William C.
Townsend, Blake and Alethe (Flint) Donald
son, Nan (Gray) and Howie Jackson, Rose
mary (Rich) and Dick Leonard, Ann (Adju
tant) and Lin Billings, Travis L. Brown, Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Forbush, Waite and Mary
(Woodward) Weston, Jan (Stone) and Wayne
Wardwell, Ken and Eleanor Parker, Everett C.
Drake, Phil and Carol McCarthy, John Fla
herty, Millie Simpson, Allan Stewart, Mr. and
Mrsk Eli Karter, Diane (Ingalls) and Frank
Zito, and Pat and Enid (Wardwell) White.
News gleaned from them: The Zitoes are in
Goffstown, N. H. and the Skillins are in Bur
lington, Mass. Ken Parker is working in the
research department at Great Northern Paper
Co., East Millinocket, and he and his wife
have two sons, Christopher Alan, 3, and Mark
Ronald, 18 months. Ronnie and Trudy Price are
living in Thorndike and are running a large
dairy farm, owned by Ronnie’s uncle. They
have two children and would love to see any
one going through their area.
Dave Warren is now with St. Regis Paper
Co. in Bucksport and the Warrens make their
home in Surry with their two daughters, JoAnn, 216, and Deborah Jean born March 11.
Jeanie said, “I’m quite busy with 4-H and at
present have 20 girls who call themselves the
Surry Maidens. They will be taking three proj
ects this year, cooking, sewing and gardening.
I am also chairman of the Ellsworth Evening
Extension and bowl weekly with the Surry
Roaders. We were very fortunate to have an
IFYE delegate stay with us for three weeks
from Jamaica. We certainly learned a great
deal from her and enjoyed every minute of her
stay. We are also raising Siamese kittens and
we expect a litter around November 10 (they
are for sale). We bought a small Cape Cod on
Patten’s Bay in Surry and as far as we can
tell, it is nearly 200 years old. All our time
and money is spent renovating it and the hard
est part is living in it while we are rebuilding.
But it is rewarding and David enjoys doing the
work himself.”
Mary Delecto is teaching speech at UM and
is working on a master’s degree in speech which
she expects to receive in June. Paul is also
working on a degree, a doctorate, and also ex
pects to graduate in June. They have been on
campus since 1962 and have really enjoyed
their association with the University. “We real
ly hate to leave.” Mary said, but will go
wherever Paul finds employment. Peg and Jeff
Lyon have recently bought a new home at 22
Sunrise Terrace, Westville, N. H. Joan Sulli
van is studying for a masters in library science
at Simmons College, Boston, and is library as

sistant at the Harvard chemistry library. Nan
and Howie Jackson are in Rochester, N. H.,
where he is employed by Spaulding Fibre Co.
Their son is a year and a half. Nan teaches re
tarded children part-time.
Roberta (Adams) Finnemore is living in
Presque Isle and working for Vahlsing Inc.,
in Easton. Her husband is attending Aroostook
State College. Dave Parent is president and
general manager of Spring Hill Recreation
Area in South Berwick, and says “business is
booming.” William “Bud” and Dot Dunton
are in Auburn where Bud is administering the
Manpower Development Training Programs
for the Lewiston school department. He re
ceived his MEd. in Guidance in 1963.
Assistant professor of economics at Gorham
State College this fall is Robert Witherill of
Springvale. Jed Spear is employed by Weyer
haeuser Lumber Co., Eugene, Ore., following
graduation from Wanakeva, N. Y. State Ranger
School. Food specialist with the University Ex
tension Service is Nellie Gushee. Receiving the
U.S. Air Force commendation medal for
meritorious service as a combat crew navigator
at Westover AFB, Mass., was Capt. Norman
E. Hamilton. He is now stationed at Grand
Forks, N. D., as a member of the Strategic
Air Command. Mrs. Hamilton is the former
Libby Feldman of Pittsfield, Mass.
Jim and Ginny (Cushman) Rudbeck were in
Maine this summer on vacation from jobs in
the Capitol City. Jim is an economist in the
Foreign Agricultural Service, USDA, and Gin
ny is program assistant, National Institute for
Advanced. Study in Teaching Disadvantaged
Youth, a project of the Association of Col
leges for Teacher Education.
Roberta (Potter) Celemin is back in the
states with her husband and daughter, Tessa,
after a stint in the Peace Corps in the Phil
ippines. They are in North Syracuse, N. Y.,
where Martin is employed.
Brenda Freeman came home this summer
from Tripoli, around the world, via the Far
East, hitting such cities as Cairo, New Delhi,
Kathmandu, Calcutta, Bangkok, Hong Kong,
Taipei, Hiroshima, Tokoyo, Honolulu, California
and then, Kennebunk.
Val (Raymond) and Chuck Michaud have
been in Portland, Ore., since last October.
Chuck has taken over the 11 western states
from Rohn and Naas Co. Val writes, “We are
amazed to see the number of Maine grads there
are out here.”
Hal Halliday is now coaching at Wilton
Academy after being head coach at Hampden
Academy, and Jim Burns has joined the faculty
of the Sheldon Street School, Farmingdale, as
a sixth grade teacher. Robert Cote has received
his master of science degree from the Univer
sity of Vermont. In Ellsworth is Judy Pratt,
employed as an Extension agent in Hancock
County.
Lt. (j.g.) Jeffrey Gammon has returned from
several months in Norway where he was as
signed to an American satellite triangulation
team for the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey,
utilizing Echo I and II for their observations.
He has been assigned to a similar team at
Larson AFB, Moses Lake, Wash., where they
will track Pageos I, recording information of
interest to the triangulation program.
BIRTHS: Sara Beth arrived October 26 to
Arthur and Natalie (Sweetser ’63) Harf, Sheri
Lynn, to Richard and Nancy (Nichols) Ho
gan, 49 Hilltop Road, Newfoundland, N. J. on
Sept. 7; Kendra Anne to Dr. Danny and Carol
E. (Olsen) Hall of Glendale, Calif., on June
24; Susan Lee to Richard and Nancy (Bishop)
Stedt of Framingham, Mass., on Sept. 17; Lisa
Lynn, to Paul and Marlene (Stewart) Hevey
of Pensacola, Fla., on Jan. 27. Paul returned
from Viet Nam in August and is now
Planning Officer at the Naval Air Station in
Pensacola; Richard D. II, to Richard and
Marion (Perkins) Goodenough of Pottersville,
N. J., on Feb. 7; Melinda, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph W. Pawloski (Marcia Hansen) of Nor
folk, Va., in February;
Elizabeth Ann to Tom and Jackie (Smaha)

Keating of South Portland on June 21;
Barbara Anne to Harry and Marilyn Sim
mons of Arlington, Mass., on May 29. Brother
David is two and Harry is with Itek Corp, in
Burlington; Paul Decran II to Dr. and Mrs.
Paul D. Gulesian (Susie Hillman) of Portland
June 18. Paul completed his internship at Os
teopathic Hospital of Maine in July and they
are in' Columbus, Ohio, where Paul starts his
surgery residency at Doctor’s Hospital; Bren
dan John to Jim and Ruth (McAllian) McKay
of Wilmington, Del., May 24, who joins Chip,
3 1/2; Amy Elizabeth, to Frank and Mary (Hil
ton) Shorey of Billerica, Mass., July 21; Rhon
da Susan to Dick and Rosemary (Rich)
Leonard, June 26; a daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Schwink of Livermore Falls on July
11; Elizabeth to Terry and Carleeen (Towle)
Coffin of Portage. Carleen is now teaching sec
ond and third grade in their hometown; Shawn
Parker to Mr. and Mrs. Parker Stockford of
Searsport.
Andrew James to Joe and Mary Ellen (Tripp)
Woodhead of Lisbon Falls on November 8.
Brother Michael David is 21 months.
Hope you all had a nice holiday season!

BIRTHS: Twins — Sonna Anne
and Kristen Remol to Robert and
Connie (Jack ’62) Sween, on Sept.
1, in Farmington. Melinda Kaye to
Walter and Linda (Kierstead) Berry, on Oct.
1, in Nashville, Tenn.

'63

Judy Hartley is back at home in
Cape Elizabeth after teaching in
Connecticut. She is teaching first
grade and is very active in the Port
land Players taking part in several plays.
Mary Holmes is employed by the Navy Dept.
in Washington, D. C. She completed her M.A.
in History from Indiana University.
Ann True Therrien and her husband are living in Burlington, Mass., where she is teaching
history in the high school and he is working
for Itek.
John Heath is employed as a historian at
Edison National Historic Site, West Orange,
N. J.
Joyce Bickford is living in Pittsfield and is
a service representative for New England Tele
phone Company. Kathleen Smith is now work
ing in Hartford, Conn. In her spare time she
has traveled to Europe and has obtained her
private pilot’s license.
Tim Amero is teaching math at Lewiston
High School and Michael Parker is employed
by the Mass. Dept, of Natural Resources.
Married: Steve MacDonald to Ann Kennedy,
UNH ’66. They are living in Cleveland, Ohio.
Steve is teaching and working on his Ph.D. in
math at Western Reserve Univ. David Kimball
to Ann Wheatley, Hood College ’65. Richard
Davidson to Carolyn James, U.R.I. ’66. Dick
is a second year student at the Institute of
Paper Chemistry, Appleton, Wis.
Ted Babine to Rose Turilli. They are living
in Melrose and employed by Avco in Wilming
ton, Mass.
Brad Jenkins to Sue Hendey, Tufts. Brad is
employed with Goodbody & Co., Boston in
vestment brokers.
Louis Stack to Wilma Richardson. They are
living in Washington, D. C.
David Wiggin to Alison Green. They are
living in Orono where he is a graduate student
in the English Dept.
MARRIED: Marcia Hebert to Michael Do
herty. They are living in Bangor where he
works for D. and S. Corp. Charlene Wolhaupter to Dale Henderson. They live in Houlton
where Charlene is teaching and Dale is farm
ing. Robert Barr to Brenda Hutchinson, Farm
ington State. Bob is employed by the Common-
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REMEMBER MAINE
/

A number of Alumni have already advised they will REMEMBER MAINE in their wills.
Have you prepared a will?
Actually, it can be even more satisfying to start a giving plan during your lifetime through
our Life Income Plan. You alone or you and a survivor will have income for life, following which
the memorial objective you specify will be endowed in perpetuity to benefit your alma mater.

YOU MAY WISH TO ENDOW IN YOUR NAME OR SOMEONE ELSE'S
© A chair or professorship, or
• Faculty salary improvement and enrichment, or
O A Scholarship Ioan fund, or
• Some support for the department which gave your career a start, or
• Unrestricted income to be allocated by trustees; where most needed.

ADVANTAGES OF A LIFE INCOME PLAN INCLUDE
• You become an educational philanthropist and gain a deep sense of satisfaction in help
ing to further the progress of your University and its students.
• You’ll have more spendable income.
• There is a charitable deduction in the year the plan is launched with a five-year carry
over if in excess of the 30% allowance.
• Capital gains tax on appreciated securities or property is eliminated. As your Fund ap
preciates, there is no capital gains tax.
• Federal estate and state inheritance taxes on the investment in a one-life agreement are
eliminated; if there is a survivor (two-life agreement) these taxes are greatly reduced
and, in some situations, also avoided.
• For that portion of your estate in the life income plan, administrative and probate costs
are eliminated—a saving of 5% to 8%—and you also avoid unwanted publicity incident
to probate.
• Experienced and competent counselors manage the pooled investment funds in a diversi
fied portfolio. The value per unit April 30, 1966 was $1.61 compared to $1.00 in 1960
— 61% net increase in six years. You control the distribution or use just as surely as
under a will.

Nearly everyone should have a will. In addition nearly everyone can become an educational
philanthropist with a life-income plan through careful planning begun now, even if in a small way.
Feel free to write and ask for booklets and further information. There is no obligation and
no one will call, unless you ask for a visit in person.

x

University of Maine Foundation
One Winslow Hall
Orono, Maine 04473
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wealth of Mass. Dept, of Natural Resources in
Sturbridge, Mass. Raymond Roberts to Doro
thy Parsons, Barrington College. They live in
Lexington, Ky., where he is in his third year
at the U. of Kentucky College of Law.
Philip Morse to Susan Keene. Sue is teach
ing in Sudbury and working on her Masters
at Northeastern. Phil is employed by Liberty
Mutual in Boston. They live in Framingham,
Mass. Diane Mills to Augustus Moody, ’66.
They are living in Newcastle. He is employed
as a chemist with DuPont. Janice Hood to
Dominick Cerebona, U. of N. H. He teaches
in Eliot and Janice works for the Dept, of
Health and Welfare. Scott Lovejoy to Lynda
Cummings. They are living in Westbrook.
Scott is an engineer at WGAN-TV in Portland.
Stephen Clarke to Nancy Wilcox, a biology
major at Colby College. Steve is employed at
Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor.
Linda Singer to Lloyd Farnham, Ricker Col
lege. Linda is teaching and Lloyd is with the
U.S. Coast Guard in Boston. They live in
South Acton, Mass. Roger Richards to Sharon
Taylor, Mount St. Mary’s College, Calif. They
are living in Orono while Roger continues work
on his Master’s degree. Helen Smith to George
Felts, MIT. They are living in Lincoln, Mass.
Brenda Barnes to Jerry Findlen ’65. They
both teach in the Millinocket schools. Alan
Hall to Kathleen Steller. They have both re
ceived A.M. degrees in applied physics at Har
vard. Alan is now with IBM in Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. Linda Holden to William Mitchell.
They are now in Dover, N. H. where Bill works
for Kidder Press, Inc. Linda is teaching. Bruce
Alpert to Beverly Gurevitz. They live in Colum
bus, Ohio where they both attend Ohio State.
Robert Chadwick to Laura Kehl. Bob is with
the Sears Roebuck executive training program
in Natick, Mass. Nancy Poole to Thomas Finigan. They are living in Wilton, Conn. Tom is
a dental technician with the Bonvini Dental
Lab in Bridgeport and Nancy teaches in Nor
walk. Marilyn Holbrook to Earl Chamberlain,
’67. They are living in Orono where Tony is a
senior. Carol Cross to Michael Thomas. He is
a student at Northern Michigan University.
Prospective Maine students have entered
alumni families. Dan and Alice (Rideout)
Spear have a new daughter, Susan Lynn. They
are living in Eggertsville, N. Y. The Ronald
Bollinger’s have a son, Ronnie, almost a year
old now. Ron, Sr. is working for P. H. Glatfelter Co. in Spring Grove, Pa., as a chemist
in technical service.
BIRTHS: Wayne and Bettijane (Billings)
Fitzgerald, a son, Wayne, Jr., who arrived on
their second anniversary, Aug. 1. Ken and
Jewell (Flint) Stewart, a son, Jeffrey John. Ken
is teaching math at the Hamilton-Wenham
Area High School in Mass. Richard and Judy
(Kay) ’65 Ingraham, a son, Richard, Jr. They
are living in Wakefield, Mass, and Dick is
working for Phillips 66.
And finally, the Army has assigned Gordon
and Nicky Evans to Hawaii. What luck as we
in the North country prepare for winter.

Since Horace's letter, I’ve received
quite a few letters with “where
abouts” and “whatabout”. It’s time
some of you got on the stick.
Sally Day writes that she and Judy Roberts
are both teaching and living in Plymouth.
Sally is teaching English at the Carver Re
gional High School. Judy is at the Nathaniel
Hawthorne Intermediate School.
Uncle Sam is keeping quite a few busy. 1st
Lt. Charles Bourne is in Vietnam with
HQTRP, 2nd Sqdn. 11th ACR. 2nd Lt. Paul
Goodwin, USMC, is stationed near DaNang.
Bill McCombs is also in rice paddy country.
1st Lt. Robert Biggar, USA is stationed with
the 417th Medical Go. in Heihhons, Germany.
Lt. William Allen is now back in the states
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after being stationed in Germany. Lt. Richard
Flaherty is an MP officer at the Heidleberg
Post Stockade. 2nd Lt. Thomas White after
completing OTS at Lackland AFB, Texas, is
now at Laredo AFB, Texas for pilot training.
Airman Steve Chaney, who was also at Lack
land AFB for basic training is now at Chan
ute AFB, Ill., for training in aircraft equip
ment repairs. Pvt. Grevis Grinnell is serving
with the 6th Special Forces Group at JFK
Special Welfare Center, Ft. Bragg, N. C. Air
man 3/c Willard Deering completed a dental
specialist course at Gunter AFB, Ala., is now
at Westover A.F.B. in Massachusetts.
Robert Hayward is in Bogota, Columbia with
the US Information Service Center. Meredith
Ring completed a VISTA Training Program
at the University of Alaska in Fairbanks and
is now a volunteer working with the Dept, of
Economic Planning in Stony River, Alaska.
Edsel Spencer is in the Peace Corps in Bolivia,
Nancy (Pearson) Kinney writes that she and
Mark (’66) completed Peace Corps training at
UCLA and will be assigned in Northern Ni
geria. Bob Petro and Laurie Anderson are also
in Nigeria with the Peace Corps.
Marshall Ashley and Errol Briggs are both
doing graduate work in forestry; Marshall at
Purdue and Errol at the University of Mass.
John and Nancy (Kelso ’66) Erskine are both
working for their master’s at Syracuse Univer
sity. Winfred and Pat (Miles) Stevens are in
Lake Butler, Fla. Winfred is at the University
of Fla. law school and Pat is teaching. Pam
(Gay) Rainey is finishing up at George Wash
ington University.
Daniel and Ann (Cyr) Pinkham are living
in Damariscotta and are teaching. Dan is at
Woolwich Central School and Ann is at Wis
casset High School. Norman and Penelope
(Smith ’67) Guyaz are also teaching. Norman
is at Farmington High School and Penny at
Wilton Academy. Waleria Lukas is on the fac
ulty at Greely High School in Cumberland
Center. I hear Harry Ellsworth was busy di
recting a musical revue for St. Paul’s Parish
in Malden, Mass.
GE travelers, Jack Corson and Mark Ander
sen have both returned from the Aleutian’s.
Mark was in Syracuse, N. Y. and was trans
ferred to the Virgin Islands. Jack is also in
Syracuse. Unless Uncle Sam grabs him, Jack
expects to join Mark in Turkey early next
year.
James Brown is in Conn, with the Southern
New England Telephone Co.

Fish & Game Dept.; Mary is teaching at
Greenville High School.
Dolores Lasselle to Paul E. Parent, a grad
uate of the University of Conn. Dolores is
teaching at Fairfield High School and Paul at
Unity Institute. They are living in Fairfield.
Claude F. Daigle, Jr. to Sandra L. Furman
of Gorham. They are living presently in
Goulds, Fla. Claude is in the potato business
working in Maine and Florida.
Births

Kenneth and Jewell (Flint ’64) Stewart are
the beaming parents of Jeffrey John, the grand
son of Dean and Mrs. John E. Stewart. They
are still in Ipswich and Kenny is still teaching
math at Hamilton Wenham High School.
Arthur and Lorraine Monk are the parents
of twins, John Arthur and Jeffrey Arthur. Ar
thur is teaching at Leonard Jr. High School in
Old Town and working for his masters at
Maine. They are living in Bradley.
Greg Warren is the newest arrival of Caro
line (Burton) and Warren Wilder. They also
have a daughter, Marcia.
Darrel and Betty Fernaid now have a son,
James. They also have a daughter, Janet. Dar
rel is doing research in physics for the Smith
sonian Institute in Cambridge, Mass.
This has been another summer filled with
weddings. John Koster to Barbara Wallace of
Houlton. John is working for the Liberty Loan
Corp, in Dover-Foxcroft. Conrad Bernier to
Barbara Blake (’66). Conrad is a graduate stu
dent at Northeastern University and a civil
engineer for Rust Engineering Co. Elizabeth
Peltier to Richard Gallien, a graduate of Keene
State College, Keene, N.H. They are both
teaching, Elizabeth—math, and Richard—special
education. Robert Cunningham to Linda Overlock of Topsham, Bob is teaching at Waterville
High School and Linda is employed at Thayer
School of Medical Technology.
I was up in Bangor for the wedding of Sandra
M. Moores to Ronald Blake. They are living in
Portland where Ron is stationed with the Coast
Guard. Sandy is teaching English in Gorham.
Carla D. Horne to Charles Burnham (’66).
They are living in Stillwater. Carla is a dietician
at the University and Charles is doing grad
uate work there in biology and physical educa
tion. Rebecca McDougall to Alfred Roberts,
Jr., a graduate of the University of Miami.

Marriages

Francis W. Miller to Judith Norris, an em
ployee of the Union Mutual Life Insurance
Co. Francis is teaching in Houlton where they
are living.
John F. Schott to Patricia Donaghy, a med
ical technologist at Central Maine General
Hospital. Their home is in Lewiston where
John is manager of Schott Motorcycle Supply
and Golf Cart Rental Service.
Horace W. Clark to Ann L. Blackwell (’66).
They are residing in Fishkill, N. Y. where
Horace is working for IBM.
Donna M. Boles to Joseph H. Gambino,
Jr. who is employed by the Maine Adjustment
Service in Augusta. Donna is a language teach
er in Winslow. They are living in Waterville.
Judith Hale to Ens. William H. Norris, a
graduate of the US Coast Guard Academy.
Their home is in Hampton, N. H. Judy is in
law at Boston University. Her husband is the
commander of the USCGC Cape Cross sta
tioned at New Castle, N. H.
Eleanor J. Murray to Sanford P. Adams,
Jr. a graduate of Barrington College, R. I.,
and Boston University. They are both work
ing for the Maine Dept, of Health and Wel
fare and are living in Bangor.
Lt. Craig E. Deakin, USA to Sarah A. Don
ovan. Craig is with the 101st Airbourne Div.
at Ft. Campbell, Ky. They are in St. Bethle
hem, Tenn.
Peter M. Bourque (’64) to Mary E. Thomas.
They are living in Rockwood and are working
in Greenville. Peter is employed by the State

I haven’t heard a word from any
of you alumni yet. Please write me
a few lines anytime.
Married: Karen Waddell to Wal
ter Webster (’67). Karen is employed as a so
cial worker by the Bangor Welfare Depart
ment; James Withers to Bette Rowe (’69).
James is employed by the Kimberley Clark
Paper Co., Lee, Mass.; Barbara Bickmore to
John Robertson (’67); Charles Peabody to
Sharon Hardy (’68). Charles is teaching in
Kingfield; John Lavin to Elizabeth Elliott. The
couple will be living in Okinawa.
Bruce Hathaway has completed his Peace
Corps training and has been assigned to duty
in Guatemala where he will be involved in
various community development programs.
Charles Hart is working toward his M.S. degree
at the Univ, of Calif, at Davis. Robert G.
Swartz has been commissioned a second lieu
tenant in the U.S. Air Force upon graduation
from Officer Training School and is being as
signed to Keesler AFB, Tex. Joseph Murray is
now employed with Blake. Moffitt and
Towne, Sacramento, Calif. Arthur Gordon is
employed as a production planner with Stan
dard Thompson Corp, in Waltham, Mass. Ar
thur Jacobson has a position as a social worker
with Pineland Hospital. Jeffrey Sanborn has
accepted employment with Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft in E. Hartford, Conn. Jon Fenton has
accepted a position with the General Electric
Co. in Pittsfield, Mass.
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Write Your Class Secretary Below
1903

1904

1905

1906

1907

1908

1909

1910

1911

1912

1913

1914

1915

1916

1917

1918

1919

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924

GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
44 Fogler Library
Orono, Maine 04473
MR. HARVEY WHITNEY
698 Minot Avenue
Auburn, Maine 04210
MR. ALLEN KNOWLES
314 Winter Park Towers
1111 South Lakemont Avenue
Winter Park, Florida 32789
MR. JOSEPH W. CROWE
708 North 20th Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
MR. HENRY BEARCE
1812 Killarney Drive
Winter Park, Florida 32789
MR. KARL MacDONALD
P. O. Box 18
Belfast, Maine 04915
MR. JAMES A. GANNETT
166 Main Street
Orono, Maine 04473
MR. FRED D. KNIGHT
9 Westmoreland Drive
West Hartford, Connecticut 06117
MR. ERNEST LAMB
46 Sargent Crossway
Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
MR. GEORGE D. BEARCE
138 Franklin Street
Bucksport, Maine 04416
MR. WILLIAM E. SCHRUMPF
84 College Avenue
Orono, Maine 04473
MR. CLIFTON CHANDLER
12 Pinewood Drive
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021
MR. HAROLD ADAMS
18 Longview Terrace
Kennebunk, Maine 04043
MR. HARVEY P. SLEEPER
327 Lupine Way
Short Hills, New Jersey 07078
MR. EVERETT G. HAM
44 Shirley Road
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181
MRS. HELEN (DANFORTH) WEST
191A Broadway
Bangor, Maine 04401
MR. FRANCIS HEAD
131 Brown Street
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
MR. NORMAN PLUMMER
91 Lenox Avenue
Albany, New York 12203
M. ELEANOR JACKSON, C.L.U.
140 Federal Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02110
MRS. EMILIE (KRITTER)
JOSSELYN
229 Kenoza Avenue
Haverhill, Massachusetts 01830
MRS. KAY (SARGENT) MARSTON
Sargentville, Maine 04673
MRS. BEATRICE (CLEAVES)
STEVENS
125 Frances Street
Portland, Maine 04102
MRS. BEATRICE (JOHNSON)
LITTLE
RFD #1
Ellsworth, Maine 04605

1925

1926

1927

1928

1929

1930

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

MRS. MILDRED (BROWN)
SCHRUMPF
84 College Avenue
Orono, Maine 04473
MRS. SHIRLEY (ROBERTS)
HEISTAD
503 Riverside Drive
Augusta, Maine 04330
MRS. EDITH (O’CONNOR)
THAXTER
159 Fountain Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
MRS. HOPE (CRAIG) WIXSON
Oaknole, R. 2
Winslow, Maine 04901
MRS. MYRTLE (WALKER) DOW
100 Bennoch Road
Orono, Maine 04473
MRS. JEANETTE (RONEY) PERO
11 West End Avenue
Westboro, Massachusetts 01581
MRS. ETHEL (THOMAS) SEZAK
4 Gilbert Street
Orono, Maine 04473
MISS ANGELA MINIUTTI
55 Ashmont Street
Portland, Maine 04103
MRS. BETTY (BARROWS)
PENDLETON
Island Falls, Maine 04747
MRS. FERN (ALLEN) TURBYNE
70 Boston Avenue
Waterville, Maine 04901
MRS. LOUISE (ROSIE) PAINE
212 West Broadway
Bangor, Maine 04401
MRS. DOROTHY (JONES) SMITH
25 Thompson Street
Brunswick, Maine 04011
MR. LESTER SMITH
800 Hitt Street
Lafayette, Indiana 47901
MRS. MARJORIE (LYNDS) COTTING
8 Whittier Place
Charles River Park
Boston, Massachusetts 02114
MRS. BETTY (HOMANS) HANCOCK
Casco, Maine 04015
MRS. LUCIE (PRAY) FLETCHER
RFD #1
Burlington, Vermont 05401
MR. DONALD BLAISDELL
110 Fireside Terrace
Camillus, New York 13031
MRS. MARY LOUISE (WHITE)
GRIFFEE
423 Aroostook Avenue
Millinocket, Maine 04462
MRS. FRANCES (DONOVAN)
DONOVAN
62 York Drive
Hudson, Ohio 44236
MRS. MARGARET (McCURDY)
COOK
Old Dover Road
Rochester, New Hampshire 03867
MRS. ALICE (MANEY) McFARLAND
Osteopathic Hospital of Maine
335 Brighton Avenue
Portland, Maine 04102

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

MRS. BETTY (PERKINS) STEBBINS
29 Oxford Street
Wincester, Massachusetts 01890
MRS. MARY (SAWYER) JORDAN
RFD #1
East Eddington, Maine 04428
MRS. ALICE (FONSECA) HAINES
15 Bradway Avenue
Trenton, New Jersey 08618
MRS. VERNA (WALLACE)
ANDREWS
16 State Avenue
Cape Elizabeth, Maine 04107
MRS. ELINOR (HANSEN)
BROCKWAY
RFD #3
West Auburn, Maine 04210
MRS. HILDA (LIVINGSTON)
MILLER
17 Ruth Drive
Framingham, Massachusetts 01701
MRS. IDA (MORESHEAD) WILEY
113 Arborway Drive
Scituate, Massachusetts 02066
MRS. EINI (RIUTTA) JOHNSON
10 Atwood Lane
Brunswick, Maine 04011
MRS. JANE (McINNIS) LAVOIX
RFD #1
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
MISS HILDA STERLING
7112 Boulevard East
Apartment 4D
North Bergen, New Jersey 07047
MRS. SUE (STILES) THOMAS
5 Spruce Street
Winthrop, Maine 04364
MRS. JANE (CATON) BEAULIEU
Willow Lane
Cumberland, Maine 04021
MRS. JANE (LEDYARD) LAZO
36 Robinwood Avenue
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts 02130
MRS. SUZANNE (DUNN) HOWER
583 Overlook Drive
Wycoff, New Jersey 07481
MRS. BETTY (COLLEY) SHIBLES
30E Hasbrouk Apartments
Ithaca, New York 14850
MR. PETER GAMMONS
753 Howard Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21208
MISS MILDRED SIMPSON
Old Bath Road
Brunswick, Maine 04011
MRS. MAUREEN (HENRY) GOFF
University Gardens Apt. 1 B 3
Kingston, Rhode Island 02881
MRS. SANDRA (FARRAR) MILNE
21 Angell Terrace
South Portland, Maine 04106
MRS. MARY KATE (FOOTE)
FALLOON
221 Hurlburt Road
Syracuse, New York 13224
MRS. CAROLYN (GOODOFF) HORN
318 Wilson Avenue
Morgantown, West Virginia 26505
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The $459,829 income received in the past five years represents, at 4% interest,
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an endowment of $11,495,725. It is of very considerable help, as you can see. Your
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dollars are very important.
n

Have you sent in your dollars to the General Alumni Association for your gift
«

yet this year?
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